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As information systems have grownin size, scope andinfluence over the past twenty years,
so the related decisions on investment have grownin both importance and complexity. This
report examines those decisions.
The report is written specifically for the guidance of senior management. It therefore con-
centrates on the issues with which senior management needs to be concerned, andit pre-
supposes a general understanding, but no technical knowledge of today☂s information
systems.
The report starts by examining the factors that give rise to complexity and create uncer-
tainty. It then examines the ways in which overall investment can be assessed and con-
trolled. It then turns to the subject of individual projects and it examines the way in which
these can be appraised at the outset and monitored subsequently.
The subject is treated very much along practical lines. The research leading up to the report
examined the most recent experience and the current practices of overfifty large organisa-
tions in both the public sector and the private sector. To support andillustrate the findings,
the report contains a numberof case histories.



The Butler Cox Foundation is a research group that examines major
developments in the fields of computers, telecommunications and
office automation on behalf of its subscribing members. The Founda-
tion provides a set of ☁eyes and ears☂ on the world for the systems
departments of some of Europe'slargest organisations.

The Foundation collects its information through its office in London
and also through its associated offices in Europe and the US. It
transmits its findings to its members in three main ways:

♥ Through regular written reports that give detailed findings
and substantiating evidence.

♥ Through management conferences for management
services directors and their senior colleagues, where the
emphasis is on the policy implications of the subjects
studied.

♥ Through working groups where the members☂ own specialist
managers and technicians meet with the Foundation
research teams to review their findings in depth.

The Foundation is controlled by a Management Board whose mem-
bers include representatives from the Foundation memberorganisa-
tions. The responsibilities of the Management Board include selecting
topics for research and approving the Foundation☂s annual report and
accounts, which show how the subscribed research funds have been
employed.
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CHAPTER1

INTRODUCTION

THE SUBJECT OF THIS REPORT

As information systems have grownin size, scope and influence over the past twenty
years, so the related decisions on investment have grown both in importance and in
complexity. This report examines those decisions, looking at them from the viewpoint of
the senior managementinvolved.
Today☂s systems no longer simply replace routine administrative proceduresthat justify
their introduction by straightforward cost displacement. They also affect the efficiency,
the flexibility and the controllability of many organisations. In some commercial organi-
sations, the effectivenessof the information systems can even have a considerable influ-
ence on whetherthe business is able to remain competitive.
Under these circumstances, the simple form of cost-benefit analysis that most organisa-
tions previously usedto justify their computer systemsis no longer adequatefor, or perti-
nent to, the investment decisions that have to be made.
Both the costs and the benefits have changedin nature. Although the cost-performance
of computer-related equipment has improved dramatically, the total expenditure on
systems has increased. The difference now is that, on new projects, an increased
amount of the expenditure on a system relates to the software, the people and the
support for the system ♥ and theseareall items that usually do not have a clearly-
defined price at the outset. And as the benefits have changed from simple cost savings
to, perhaps, more important but less easily defined gains to the organisation, the rela-
tionship betweenthe level of investment and the level of return on that investment has
becomeless straightforward.
This is not to imply that the return is any less real or any less worthwhile. In fact, the
reverse applies. As we have pointed out in earlier Foundation reports, in today☂s
universally difficult economic climate, developmentsin information technology represent
one of the few counter factors that can offset the rising costs of energy, labour, transport
and money, and also the increasing complexity of the business environment andall the
difficulty that that entails.
But, fully exploiting this technology poses somedifficult decisions for senior manage-
ment. The potential returns maybe highly attractive, but the penalties for under-investing
or for investing either in the wrong type of system or in systems aimed at the wrong
objectives, can be both severe anddifficult to rectify in anything other than the long
term.
This report examines the nature of the decisions that have to be made, andit explores
the ways in which they can be tackled.

SCOPE OF THE REPORT
Wehavedeliberately kept the scope of the report wide. The subject is many-faceted, and



i i j f per-we have avoided concentrating on selected aspects. The subject calls fora sense 0
spective, and an appreciation of where individual decisionsfit into the total investment
picture.
Essentially the report is concerned with the way in which organisations make decisions
to spend money on information systems.

We use the term ☁information systems☂ in this report in a wide sense that covers all
automated forms of information processing and communication, other than process
control andscientific data handling. As we use theterm hereit covers commercial com-
puter systems, telecommunications and office technology. However, we make no
attempt to isolate these items or to deal with them separately.

TREATMENTOF THE SUBJECT
The subject is a complex one. In this report we make no attempt either to disguise this
complexity or to reduce matters of judgementto sets of rules or procedures.
Rather, our aim is to identify and clarify the issues involved, to identify where past prac-
tices are proving inadequate for today☂s demandsandtolook for guidance from the best
available experience.
The subject warrants being examined at two levels. At one level, the basic nature of the
problems involved needsto be explored and defined, and the underlying principles need
to be established. At the other, the practical considerations need to be examined by
looking at the way in which organisations can ♥ and do ♥ deal with the problems. We
encompassbothlevels in this report.
To maintain the necessary practical bias to what is basically a practical subject, we
started our research with a survey of the views and experiencesof over fifty large organi-
sations. We followed this survey by examining more deeply somespecific aspects of the
experience gained in selected organisations. Our research embraced both the public
sector and the private sector.
In the former, we were able to draw upon the information contained in ☁☁InvestmentAppraisal and Monitoring Procedures for Administrative Computer Projects☂☂ publishedby the United Kingdom☂s Civil Service Department in 1980.
As part of our investigations we examined specific aspects of the investment problemsthat different organisations have. In particular, we examined several organisations ascase histories, and in someof those organisations we were able to examinein detail thehistorical pattern of the organisation☂s expenditure on data processing. For interest, weincludefive of these casehistories as Appendix 1 to this report. Thesefive case historiesillustrate both the individual variations from the oft-quoted industry norms, and the detailof information that an organisation should have readily available before it seeks tocontrol its expenditure and to direct its investment.
Wealso include, in Appendix 2, selected case histories that provide practical examplesof the ways in which some organisations have tackled somedifferent aspects of theinvestment decision process.

STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT
Westart, in chapter 2, by examining the issues involved in making decisions on invest-



ment in systems, and in what way and for what reasons these decisions are becoming
more complex. We then explore, in chapter 3, the overall problem of determining total
investmentstrategy.
In chapter 4 we discuss the different bases on which information systems are provided,
and we consider the effects that these different bases have on investment and, in parti-
cular, the influence they have on the direction of investment. Then, in chapter 5, we
examine the question of the way in which decisions can be made, and are made, about
individual projects.
We then look, in chapter 6, at whether and in what way organisations, in practice,
monitor the results. Finally, in chapter 7, we give some points of guidance.

INTENDED READERSHIP
This report is intended to be of value to all managersinvolvedeither in taking decisions
on investment in systems or in preparing information on which such decisions could be
taken. Although the reportwill be of value to the specialist manager, it is primarily aimed
at those general executives outside the technical area who carry the responsibility for in-
vestment, who authorise the expenditure on systems and who also ensure that the
organisation fully exploits the opportunities that systems present.
Wehave therefore avoided technical expressions as far as possible, and, where appro-
priate, we nave explained the various technical considerations.



CHAPTER 2

THE ISSUES AFFECTING DECISIONS ON THE INVESTMENTIN
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Before we consider the wayin which investment decisions can be madeit is necessary
first to define the term ☁investment☂. If we restricted the report to the use of the word in
the formalised accounting sense ♥ with investment being something that results in
capital assets ♥ then the report would be concerned only with the acquisition of equip-
ment. This is an important issue, but it is not necessarily the most crucial one.

Wetherefore use the term more widely. Furthermore,in looking at expenditurein total it
is not always easy to distinguish between investmentin future systems and expenditure
on the provision and supportof existing systems. Consequently, we cover both.

Before we examinethe decisions themselves, we set out the background against which
they must be taken, and weidentify some of the factors that make those decisions so
complex.

CONTROLLING THE INFORMATION SYSTEMS FUNCTION
We commentedin earlier Foundation reports on the remarkable developmentof basic
computer technology. Overthe pastfifteen years the price-performanceof processing
powerhas improved a hundred-fold, and over the same period the cost of storing data
electronically has droppedthirty-fold. These improvements represent milestones along a
path of developmentthatis still a long way from any foreseeable end. But, far from
leading to ever-diminishing expenditure on systems, these developments have opened
up opportunities for new systems on a scale that has commandedincreased total expen-
diture.
Furthermore, the new technology has pushed out the boundaries of automated informa-tion systems. The nature of data processing is changing from being concerned with theremote handling of bulk data to being interactive and dealing with transactions when andwherethey occur. In this way, data processing is becoming moreattuned to the style inwhich people and organisations naturally operate.
In addition, information technology now has the potential capacity to handle not justcoded and quantified data (which has traditionally been the computer☂s prerogative) butalso voice, text, video and graphics.
To cope with this rising importance of information technology over the pastfifteen totwenty years, a new function has becomeestablished, and has grownin importanceinevery large organisation. Whether the function is known as managementservices, thecomputer department, information systems or data processing, and whetherornotit isdistributed or centralised, the function is that of providing systems.
It is a function which hasa staff role but which, unlike other specialist areas, integratesdirectly with the day-to-day work of almost every part of the organisation. In addition, ituses complex and ever-changing technology, but yetit is deeply involved in everydaytasks. This meansthatit cannot be controlled as an isolated specialist function.



Moreover, becauseofits relatively recent rise to importance andits constantly-changing
nature, the overall control of this function presents several difficulties.
Mostother functions within an organisation (for example, sales, production, finance, and
even areas such as research and marketing) are more readily understood by senior man-
agement. The roles of those functions are clear, their performance can usually be
judged by well-proven criteria, and the effects on the organisation generally of increas-
ing or decreasing expenditure can usually be assessed. This is not to imply that
decisions on these functions are easy, or that they do not require considerable manage-
ment judgement. It implies rather that the nature of, and the basis for, the decisions
affecting those functions are at least clear. The wisdom of either cutting back or increas-
ing expenditure in any of those functions can be judged on the basis of past experience.
The criteria for assessing the contribution of the information systemsfunction are less
clear. The ☁right☂ level of investment must be decided with little guidance available either
from the past or from the experience of others. The consequences of cutting back or
stepping up investment are seldom readily apparent. And, except by using the simple
expedient of approving or cutting budgets, a satisfactory mechanism for exercising
control over the investment in systems often does notexist.
Furthermore, many organisations havestill to determine precisely the way in which the
function fits within the corporate structure. This is not so much a reflection of indecision,
but more a reflection of the fact that the technology itself has demanded, and continues
to demand, changesin the way systems are developed and provided. For example, the
early types of hardware compelled organisations to consider economies of scale and
hence centralisation, whereas more recent trends haveled to distributed computing and
a measure of decentralisation. The rising importance of telecommunications, and its
dependence on advanced technology, raises new corporate-wide considerations. In
addition, the current promise ♥ but uncertainty ♥ of office automation raises further
organisational questions.

THE CHANGING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE INFORMATION SYSTEMS
FUNCTION AND ITS USERS
Our research confirmed a trend that we would largely have expected. An increasing
amount of the impetus for new systems now comes from the user, rather than from the
information systems function.
It is difficult to apply an absolute measure to such a matter, but as a guide we sought
opinions, expressed in terms of a percentage, from thirty-six large organisations. We
also asked whether theyfelt that the balance of the impetus for new systemswasstill
shifting.
The answers are summarised and depictedin figure 1 overleaf. Each small circle in the
figure represents one organisation and its percentage of impetus for new systems from
the information systems function and from users respectively. Thus, for example, the
leftmost circle shows that, in one organisation, 90 per cent of the impetus for new
systems comes from the information systems function and 10 per cent comes from
users. Where an arrow appears against a circle it indicates that the perceived balanceof
the impetus is changing. Thus, for example, in the leftmost organisation, the balance of
the impetus for new systems is currently moving more towards the users.
The trend may not be surprising, but the swing to date is probably greater than might be
expected. Webelieve that there are two reasonsforthis. Firstly, there is an increasing



 

Figure 1 The origin of the impetus for new systems (based on a sampleofthirty-six
organisations)
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awareness amongst general managersof the potential for new systems. Also, coupledwith this there is a recognition that continuous change is now a permanentfeatureoflifetoday, and that it is something to be encouraged and directed, rather than resisted.Secondly, the movein technology towards end-user computing and distributed systemsputs more power directly into the hands of the user. Within the context of this reportitmeansthat more of the decision-making on new systemsfalls naturally into the handsofthose who both pay for and exploit the systems.
Whilst this trend is generally to be welcomed, it is not withoutits dangers. It may well be
correct to say that the user should play the majorrole in evaluating and authorising new
systems, but this can be donesafely onlyif the implications are fully understood, and
only if the user is really equipped to make the necessary decisions.
Over the years, the information systems function has learned many lessons. These
include the way in which to evaluate suppliers and equipment, the way in which to
manage projects, the need for and the way in which to documentboth the requirements
and the system, and the needto consider longer-term issues suchasflexibility, compati-
bility and systems maintenance. Many of these lessons have been learned only as the
outcomeof painful experience. The possibility that they might be relearned by enthusias-
tic but inexperienced users throughout the organisation is not an attractive one.

FACTORS THAT NEED TO BE CONSIDERED
There are several factors that currently add to the complexity of the task of making
decisions on investment, and these need to be understood. They include:
♥ Theincreased use of sharedfacilities.
♥ The changing balance ofcosts.
♥ The changing natureof benefits.
♥ The difficulty of assessing the ☁life☂ of a system.

The increased use of sharedfacilities
The problems of properly justifying new systems and of making someone accountable
for the results are made more complex when the investment decision involves the
provision of a shared facility.
An obvious example of a sharedfacility might be a private communications network. The
justification for the investment might be relatively straightforward becauseit is largely
based on cost displacement, but it mightstill be difficult to attribute benefits to individual
parts of the organisation or even to identify the individual responsible for taking the
decision. Where the shared facility is an entirely new one, the task of justifying it
presents additionaldifficulties. An example might be the provision of end-user computing
facilities, where an investment needs to be madeto provide a system on the assumption
that manyusers will subsequently derive value from its use, but wherethe extentof this
use is entirely outside any unified control. An electronic mail system might well fall into
this same category.
It is interesting to reflect that if we did not have a telephone system today, it would be im-
possible to justify its introduction according to the rules applied to most computer
systems.



The changing balanceof costs
As we remarked uponin earlier Foundation reports, research has shown that as hard-
ware costs havefallen (in price-performanceif not necessarilyin total) so an increasing
amount of the expenditure on any system goes on the people involved, on the software
and on the associated costs of installing and running the system. Furthermore, theextent of the subsequent ☁maintenance☂ costs ♥ keeping the system aligned with chang-ing requirements ♥ is now recognised as being a majoritem, rather than a mere supple-ment.
Any advance assessment of systems costs must necessarily be totally reliant onestimates, and those costs are very difficult to establish accurately at the outset.Throughoutthe years,organisations have been notoriously bad at providing reliable esti-mates for computer projects. Generally, the figures have been grossly over-optimisticrather than uncertain. Many of the more experienced organisations have gonea longway towards establishing a more realistic and more professional approach,but theproblem of producingreliable estimatesstill remains widespread. The old adage thatestimates are ☁☁the highestfigureslikely to be accepted☝ still holds more than a grain oftruth.
The changing nature of benefits
Increasingly, new information systems either replace an existing computerised systemor give the organisation an entirely new facility. As such, the reasonsfor introducing anew system have changed from being simple matters of cost displacement. Instead,they have become matters of either compulsion or the pursuit of complex benefits thatare difficult to quantify.
In many organisations, this change has completely invalidated the organisation☂s earlierapproach towardsthejustification of new systems.
Thedifficulty of assessing the☁life☂ of a system
Any methodical evaluation of a proposed new system must be basedonits expectedlife.But this begs the question of whatthelife of a system is, and what determinesit.Is it themechanicallife of the equipment? Oris it the equipment☂s life as determined by thesupportpolicy of the supplier? Oris it the economiclife (that is the period over whichit islikely to be uneconomicto replace)? Or, finally is it the period over which, with modifica-tion, the systemislikely to fit the needs of the organisation?
Whicheverterm is taken, the answer still represents a prediction both of the particularfactor that will determinethelife of the system andof the period in question.
With the more methodical approachesto investment, thelife of the system hasa criticalbearing on the result of the quantified cost-benefit analysis. This adds a furtherdimension of uncertainty and a further factorfor manipulation.
These, then, are someof the factors that complicate decisions on new systems. Theyneed to be recognised before considering the way in which decisions should be made.



CHAPTER3

DETERMINING THE OVERALL LEVEL AND DIRECTIONOF THE INVESTMENTIN SYSTEMS

Thefirst issue that needs to be explored is whetherit is actually possible to determinethe overall level and direction of expenditure, and, if so, in what way.

OBTAINING AN OVERALL MEASUREOFTHE INVESTMENTIN SYSTEMS
According to our research, very few organisations, if any, can actually say what theyspend in total on their information systems. However,this lack of a single overall figure isnot necessarily an obstacle to determining or controlling investment.
In the earlier days of computer use, faced with a decision on what they ought to spend ondata processing, many organisations sought external guidelines. They looked for norms.They soughtratios, such astheratio of data processing spendto either turnover or totaladministrative costs, trying at the sametime to ascertain normswithin their particularindustry. Computer suppliers often quoted figures sucl, as these, usually trying toreassure the customer that his apparently heavy expenditure on this new area wasneither abnormal nor out of line with what other organisations were spending. Manyorganisations still seek such figures in an attempt to see just where they stand incomparison with others.
Although any form of self-comparisonis always ofinterest, we believethat in the particu-lar area of investment in systems suchfigures are largely meaningless. We have threereasons for this belief. Firstly, although the figures might provide somesortof guide toan organisation☂s commitment to acquiring new systems,they give no indication of howsensibly or how effectively the money is being spent. And, with systems, there is nosimple relationship between what an organisation spends and whatit gets for its money.
Secondly, reliable informationis difficult to obtain, simply becauseof the fact that whatis, or is not, included in a given set of figures can vary enormously. This has always beena problem with user-related costs like data entry. But it becomes even moreof a problemwith the move towardsdistributed processing and with the inclusion of office automationin the information systems function. The costs in both those areas either are oftenspread across severaldifferent budgets or are not even identified separately from otheradministrative overheads.
Thirdly, it is difficult to make useful comparisons, even between two organisationsin thesame industry, unless a considerable amountof backgroundinformation is available. Forexample, the fact that one organisation is spending less on systems than another mayindicate one of severalthings. It may indicate that the organisation is reaping the benefitof earlier investment, or that it is extremely efficient in the way it provides systems, orthatits financial state is not permitting it to do whatit really knows to be necessary. Ourexperience shows that when any such comparison is made,it requires a great deal ofanalysis to establish whether the difference gives causefor satisfaction or concern.
It is fair to say that specially-researched comparisons can beilluminating, and that theexamination of trends in specific areas of expenditure (such as specialists☂ salaries or



basic equipment costs) can be useful. But there is, regrettably, no convenient external
yardstick against which an organisation can judgeits overall level of either investment or
expenditure. There is no norm to provide comfort or reassurance ♥ at least not on any
rational basis.
It is interesting to note from the casehistories given in Appendix 1 ♥ none of which
represents an organisation in particularly unusual circumstances ♥ the wayin which, in
practice, costs can differ from the popularly-quoted norms.
In particular, the case histories show that the proportion of expenditure on hardware and
operations is not decreasing rapidly towards insignificance, as might be implied fromsome current interpretations of technical trends. There are two reasonsforthis. Firstly,the examples showtotal annual systems expenditure as represented by the expenditurewithin the control of the information systems department (or departments), and so theyomit user-related costs. Secondly, systemshavea life of many years, and therefore mostof the systems that are running today were designed for the facilities available sometime ago. For these two reasonsalso, there is likely to be a great deal of differencebetween the composition of the costs for any newly-proposed project and thetotalcurrent running costs of the information systems function. And thatis somethingthatisoften confused when people quote norms andtrends.
In practice, the right level of expenditure for any particular organisation dependson:
♥ The extent of the opportunities there are for new systems.
♥ The return that these opportunities represent.
♥ The importance that these opportunities have for the business.
♥ The penalties for either delaying investment or under-investing.
♥ Theorganisation's financial position.
♥ The competing alternatives for investment.
♥ The practical constraints there are on either cutting back or increasing the ex-penditure on systems.

Of equal importancetoois the fact that to allocate expenditure in the right way dependson:
♥ The correctidentification of Opportunities for new systems.
♥ Thecorrectallocation ofpriorities.
♥ The capability and the efficiency of the information systemsfunction.

In view of what hasjust beensaid, it might be asked whether an overall figure has anymeaning, and whetherit is even worth trying to compile. We believe thatit certainly doeshave meaning andthatit is well worth trying to compile. It does not matterin practicewhetherall items are actually included in such a figure, provided that there is consis-tency from one time to the next. Nor does the figure itself have any significance inisolation. What does matter is the way in which the figure is made up and the way inwhichboth the total cost and the component costs are changing, and also the way inwhich these changesarelikely to, or are intended to, affect the organisation.
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Within any organisation it is possible to compile the required information, but what isoften lacking is any perspective or sufficient understanding ofits significance. Manyorganisations do not even have to handthelevelof information given by the examplesinAppendix 1.

INFLUENCING THE OVERALL LEVEL OF THE INVESTMENTIN SYSTEMS
There are three different ways in which senior Management can influence ♥ or evendecide ♥ the overall level of the investmentin systems..Firstly, in sufficiently centralisedorganisations, they can doit by determining the systems budget. Secondly, they can doitby determining systemsstrategy. Thirdly, they can doit by creating an environmentthatencourages, restricts or directs investment as required. These are not mutuallyexclusive approaches. Theyall represent mechanisms that can be used, although theappropriate balance between them depends on the particular organisation and itsmanagementstructure.
We examine each of these approachesin turn.
Controlling the annual budget
In many organisations, the budget for the information systems function is agreed andapproved bythe board or an equivalent senior managementbody.This procedure might,therefore, be seen as a direct mechanism for exercising effective control over bothinvestment and expenditure. In practice, however, it often proves of value only inkeeping a rein on total costs.
The basic problem in agreeing and approving budgets is that the exercise is oftenapproached withoutthe effects being examinedsufficiently. The exercise becomes oneof short-term decision making ♥ controlling costs and setting priorities ♥ without thefactors involved being part of any long-term strategy. As might be deduced from theviews expressedin the following pages, it could well be argued that, faced with a choice,many organisations would do better to determine a systems strategy, rather than todetermine the budget.
One reason why the budget-setting process is so often ineffective is that seniormanagersin far too many organisations are never confronted with the necessary infor-mation on which they can makerational decisions on the future direction of the invest-ment in systems. They receive the budget for the coming year, they perhaps receiveoutline budgets for the following years, and they also receive information on forthcomingmajor projects. But what they do not receive is the widerpicture, with its analysis oftrends andits identification of longer-term direction. The question of a strategy does notarise, often because the information systems function does not have one. The budget-setting procedure therefore becomesanisolated exercise, carried out with neither aperspective on trends nor a view towards long-term goals.
All too often the budget is decided on the basis of an extrapolation of the past, ratherthan on any real assessmentof the future. The typeof line that is often takenis that lastyear☂s total budget was, say, X and that this year the information systems function sub-mits a figure of, say, X plus 15 per cent. The authorising body thencuts this backto, say,an incrementof 12 per cent, and in this way sets the new budget. Costs are ☁contained☂,in the sense that pressure has been applied to stop them from rising too far out of linewith the rest of the organisation. But no real examination ofeither the possibilities or thelong-term direction has taken place. Moreover,all the emphasis has been on whathas tobe spent, rather than on the reasons for spendingit. The controlis on input (the expendi-
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ture on resourcesandfacilities) rather than on output (what the systems are expected to
achieve for the organisation).
There are more constructive ways of determining budgets and we encountered several
examples in the course of our research. The casehistories of companies F and G in
Appendix

2

illustrate different approaches. However, for such approaches to be effec-
tive they all require a careful analysis of the general pattern of expenditure and of where
it is intended to lead.
For example,a very tight constraint on equipmentcosts (whichis easily enforced by way
of capital-sanction procedures) can lead to steadily increasing software costs and
developmentcosts that go unrecognised. They are not recognised because they do not
create a jump in any immediate budget: they simply push back project timescales and
gradually absorb more ☁maintenance☂ effort. This result is particularly well illustrated by
the case histories of companies F and H in Appendix 2.
It thus becomes clear that even if annual budgets are the main mechanism for
controlling investment and expenditure, a longer-term systemsstrategy is required.
Board level determination of strategy
The second way in which senior managementcan exertits influenceis in the formulation
of the systemsstrategy.
The term ☁strategy☂ as used here needsto be explained. The word nowadaystendsto get
overused, and so undervalued. All too often the adjective ☁strategic☂ is addedto the dis-
cussionofa topic just to give it importance. But used,as here, in the sense of a systems
strategy,it really reverts to its proper meaning of taking a long-term view within which
individual plans and individual projects can be assessed.
The development of new information systems needs to take place within a clear, long-
term framework. Many of the decisions that are required before embarking on the
developmentof any individual system cannotbe takenin the light of the requirements of
that project alone.
For example, an organisation might have a large central computing facility, with spare
mainframe capacity. The marginal cost of using this capacity is very low. Consequently,
the most economic wayof satisfying a particular new requirementis to use the central
computingfacility, and to design the new system around the capability of the machine
available. This approachalso has the advantagethatit operates within the existing skillsand experienceof the staff concerned. Quite clearly this represents the mostefficientapproach to the problem in hand. A distributed system that employed local interactivecomputerfacilities might provide a more elegantsolution, but, viewed within the require-
ments of the project, the solution would not be anything like as cost-effective.
As a result, the existing line of systems development is perpetuated and the sparecapacity is absorbed,until such time as the machine becomesfully loaded oris renderedobsolete byits direct successor. Then, at that point, the companyinvests in a new main-frame, which, thanks to advancesin technology, has a greatly improved performance.This means that it can accommodate the existing load whilst leaving a considerableamount of spare capacity. And so the cycle is perpetuated.
On a project-by-project basis, the correct steps in themselves do not necessarily treadthe right path from the long-term viewpoint of the organisation. If an organisation insistson a rigid procedure for approving projects, outside a long-term framework, this merelyexacerbates the problem.
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An organisation also has to take many other decisions on a wider basis than that of eitherthe short-term needs orthe needsof individual projects. One exampleofthis might bewhere an organisation chooses to adopt a database to organise and store corporaiedata for subsequent use by many systems. Theinitial project to introduce the new data-base might well producelittle or no benefitin its ownright.
Another example might be where an organisation chooses to introduce standards toensure future compatibility between terminals, computers or systems,and so restricts ordictates the choice for individual projects in order to facilitate wider gains.
A strategy needs to define the right balance between the use of microcomputers, mini-computers and mainframes.It also needs to define the right balance between stand-alone systems and communicating systems.
Within a strategy, an organisation needs to take decisions on the extent and the wayin
whichits systemswill fit together. It also needs to take decisions on the required extent
and balanceofskills available within the organisation. It must take decisions on matters
suchasits policy on preferred suppliers, on the provision of corporate-wide facilities and
on the degree of autonomyit gives to users.
Even in cases where senior management does not normally set or control budgets, or
does not normally get involvedin individual systems, there are situations in which board-
level intervention in defining a strategy can be appropriate and effective. The case
history of company H in Appendix 2 gives a very clear illustration of this.
In emphasising the importance of a systems strategy we must point out that a
prerequisite for a clear systems strategy is a clear corporate strategy.It is difficult to
build a long-term frameworkfor systems, well suited to the requirements of the organisa-
tion, when these requirements can only be guessed at by those responsible for planning
systems.
Weare nottalking here of detailed requirements such as those that apply to individual
projects. Instead, we aretalking of items such as the planned growthof the organisation,
contemplated changesin organisational structure, potential changesin either products
or services, and possible changes in the priorities allocated to the organisation's
objectives.
Furthermore, the process of matching systems strategy to corporate strategy should not
be viewed as a one-wayprocess. Althoughit is perfectly correct to state that systems
must serve the organisation and not vice versa, there are many instances where the
capability of the systems clearly opens up, or potentially restricts, corporate opportuni-
ties. Banks, with their earlier moves towards credit cards and their current progress
towards electronic funds transfer, contain several such examples.

However, we should add a further note of warning. The unavailability of a corporate
strategy (either because a strategy has not been set or because it has not been com-
municated) should not be used as a reason for abandoning any attempt at formulating a
systems strategy. In our opinion, it is far better to have a systems strategy based on
assumptions, than not to have oneatall.

Controlling the environment
There is a third, and perhaps less obvious way in which senior management can
influence investment. Given the existence of a systems strategy, the level and the
direction of investment can be determined notonly by setting budgets directly, but also
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by controlling the way in which budgets are set, and by determining the rules by which
individual projects are evaluated.
For example, an organisation☂s insistence on rigid cost-justification based on tangible
benefits and a short-term pay-back can have an immediate effect on both costs and
corporate performance, albeit perhaps to the slightly longer-term detriment of the
organisation. But if this is what the organisation requires to serve its short-term
corporate needs, the effect can certainly be achieved.
On too many occasions, an information systems function can be seen to be out of step
with the rest of the organisation simply because the rules are either not set or not
communicated. The rules for assessing systems opportunities are not recognised asa
way of orienting priorities towards improving liquidity, minimising or maximising invest-
ment in future facilities, enhancing control, facilitating the containment of costs,
permitting staff reductions, facilitating growth, reducing vulnerability, rationalising a
disparate group of companies, or whatever.
The systems environmentcanbeinfluenced not only by the determinationof the rules for
project appraisal, but also by senior management pressure on selected aspects of the
organisation☂s performance. For example, in the current climate, the cutting or therestricting of permitted numbers of staff can create, intentionally or otherwise, a com-pelling demand for new systems.
The environment can also be affected by the organisation-wide provisionoffacilities,irrespective of whether these take the form of capital, or expertise, or even a sharedtechnical facility such as a data communications network.
The casehistory of company| in Appendix 2 gives an interesting illustration of a corpora-tion that has created the desired environment for investment in information systemswithout interveningin individual budgets or projects. The overall systems budget resultsfrom the individual businessplans ofthe different divisions of the business,and thereisan in-built mechanism to assess the gain, rather than just the expenditure.
In any multi-divisional or multiccompany organisation that allows a high degree ofautonomy, the contro! of the environment often represents the only way in which theinvestment in systems can be influenced.
This begs the question of whether such influenceis really desirable. There are threemain argumentsfor believing thatit is ♥ provided of coursethat the influence is backedby good judgementonits direction.
The first argument is that, in an age of fast-changing technology and a shortage ofgenuine skills, a central pool of expertise can provide both stimulus for change andguidance on its direction. It is wrong to expect the necessary skills to be spreadthroughout an organisation. However, having a central pool of expertise does not neces-sarily mean having large numbersof staff, nor necessarily providing systems develop-ment resourcescentrally.
The second argumentis that in some areas of development, such as communicationsnetworks, corporate investment as opposed to local investmentis required to establishthe facility.
The third argumentis that, even in a highly autonomous group,there are penalties foradopting a laissez-faire attitude to the quality of systems. As one organisation putit,☜Bad systemstake far longer to replace than bad management☝. It can be argued that
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even an organisation that allows extensive operating autonomy should no more allowpoor systems than it would tolerate, say, inadequate financial controls. As anotherorganisation putit, ☁☁In our group nobody hasthe right to have bad systems☂. This doesnot argue for organisation-wide standard systems, nor necessarily for interference inindividual projects. It does argue, however, for the need to create the right environment
for well-considered decisions on investment.
The foregoing discussion has shownthat there are many instruments that can be used to
influence and direct the overall level and direction of investment within an organisation.
And these apply no matter how large and how complex the organisation is. What is often
lacking is sufficient understanding on the part of senior. managementof these instru-
ments and their potential use.
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CHAPTER4

THE BASIS FOR THE PROVISION OF SYSTEMS,
AND ITS EFFECT ON INVESTMENT

It is not the purpose of this report to explore the complex issues of where and in what
way the systemsfunction should fit within the managementstructure of the organisation,
nor to examineat any length the various merits and ways of charging for systems. These
are topics which would justify substantial reports in their own right. However,it is perti-
nent to consider the effects that the different bases for the provision of systems might
have on investment, and to consider also whether they either encourage or discourage
investment or have any influence onits direction.

THE POSSIBLE BASES
The natural uncertainty about where and in what way the systemsfunction should fit into
the organisation has been complicated over the years by changes in computer tech-
nology. The initial move towards larger and larger mainframes created a natural
pressure for centralisation, whereas the more recent availability of powerful mini-
computers and intelligent terminals has led to a spread of both stand-alone and com-municating local facilities. More recently still, the subject has become complicated byconsiderations of what other informationfacilities and communicationsfacilities shouldcomewithin the domain of the information systems function.
However, the only aspectsthat are of concern within this report are the basis for the pro-vision of information services and the way in which the costs are determined or met.
Basically, the information systems function can operate in one of the four followingways:
♥ As

a

shared overhead, with no charge being levied against individual users.
♥ As acost centre which recovers costs from its users.
♥ As aprofit centre.
♥Asa aie company serving the organisation (and perhaps the outsidemarket).

Weconfined our examinationof this aspect of the information systemsfunction to largeorganisations in the private sector and to selected public utilities and local authorities.Wetherefore excluded both central government organisations and smaller commercialcompanies, where, for different reasons, the choice of basis is less open. The currentapproaches adoptedby the organisations we surveyed can be summarisedas follows:
PercentageShared overhead 18

Cost centre, recovering costs 32
Profit centre 4
Separate company 16
Mixture of the above 30
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This information is not statistically significant, but we presentit here for interest and for
background reference.
The normal migration pattern for an organisationis from the first to the second category,
and any subsequent movementto the third and the fourth categories is dictated by the
organisation☂s nature andstyle.
Our research also showedthat the basis on which information services are provided is
nowadaysrelatively stable. The averagelength of time that the function had operated in
its Current mannerin the organisations we surveyed was 6%years, and only a few of
those organisations were contemplating making a changein the nearfuture. In those
organisations where change has occurredin the last few years, or where changeis cur-
rently under consideration, this tended to reflect general corporate restructuring, rather
than an isolated changein the role of the information systems function.
However, it was interesting that, although the basis of the function might be firmly estab-
lished, the types of systems and the categories of equipment that it should embrace
were not always well defined.
In many of the organisations that we surveyed there is uncertainty as to whois respon-
sible for authorising an investment in the areas listed below. The percentage figure
against each area represents the proportion of the organisations within our survey that
felt that responsibility for the area in question was uncertain.

Percentage
Mainframe computer operations 2
Computer systems development 8
Data communications 8
Voice communications 8
Processcontrol 8
Corporate data 10
Distributed processing 10
Office automation 30

Largely this meansthat whereit is obvious that a decision has to be made on responsi-
bility ♥ such as for the acquisition and the use of mainframe computers ♥ then the
decision is made. Where, however, the investment may(eventually) be large, but can be
madein small unit steps, then the decision on whohasresponsibility for authorising the
investment goes by default. Where this occurs, strength ofinterestis then often allowed
to dictate the process.

THE EFFECT ON INVESTMENT
Weexamined,in our research, the apparenteffects that the basis for the provision of the
information systemsfunction has had on investment. Our findings can be summarised as
follows.
The recording of costs attributable to individual systems or projects is an important part
of a more methodical, more professional approach to investment in systems. However,
to be effective, the recording of costs does not necessarily depend on thesecosts being
recharged against the user department. Assessing, monitoring and providing informa-
tion on systems costs does not mean the same thing as recharging costs.
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Whetheror not recharging is appropriate depends on twothings. Firstly, it depends on
whetherfull departmental budgets and operating statements are a serious and important
part of the organisation☂s normal method of managementcontrol. Secondly, it depends
on how mature the organisation is as a user of systems.So far asthefirst of those two
points is concerned, if users are not normally held genuinely accountable for the whole
of their operating costs, it is a largely meaningless procedure to present them with
computer systems charges. Moreover, it is a procedure that gives groundsfor argument
and contention without actually enhancing any feeling on the part of users of being
accountable for the use of systems, or of being responsible for decisions on introducing
them. Furthermore, irrespective of the nature of the organisation, a premature move
towards recharging systems costs can simply inhibit investment in systems.

The case history of company J in Appendix 2 gives an interesting example of an
extensive recharging procedure that is designed to meet the needs of a particular
organisation.
In deciding whetherand,if so, in what way to recharge the costs of developing, running
and supporting systems, organisations would do well to bear in mind that there are only
two valid reasons for doing so. One is to enable an organisation to define more clearly
the accountability for the delivery and the performance of systems. The otheris to
motivate user action in a particular direction. With the latter, ☁price☂ has an effect on
☁demand☂ as in a market economy. We encountered manyinstances in our researchwherethese reasons appearto have been forgotten, andthis has led to situations whereresources are unevenly utilised, money is spent unnecessarily on external facilities (thelatter appearing artificially ☁cheap☂), or investmentis constrained to the overall detrimentof the organisation.

Where,in orderto fit the style of the organisation, the information systems function istreated as a profit centre, the same arguments apply even more strongly.
A further step, beyond that where the information systems function rechargescosts oreven acts as a profit centre, is to set up the information systemsfunction as a separateoperating company. An organisation's movein this direction is often motivated byitsdesire to put everything on a ☁☁more commercial footing☂. Occasionally, and not unnatu-rally, it is initiated by the managementdirectly involved, because of the attractions ofrunning a self-contained unit, and of being judged by commercial criteria. Occasionally,too, the move is made with the wider aim of exploiting the skills or facilities within theorganisation in order to generate a new source of corporate revenue.
There are somestriking examples of success where the information systems functionhas been set up as a separate company. However, these weresituations whereeitheritwas necessary to provide services across a wide and diverse group of companies orthere was exceptionally strong expertise in the organisation that could be offered to themarketat large.
Whetheror notit is appropriate to treat the systems function as a separate companydepends,therefore, both on the organisation's nature and Style and on whether a sepa-rate company ♥ charging real moneyforits services ♥ can stand up to competition inthe open market.
Whetheror not such a companycan do that does notrest entirely onits technical capa-bility. It depends also on both the rangeofservicesit offers and the commercialskillsand the sales and marketing capability that it has. At the presenttime,it is not easy toachieve success, and setting up to offer external services is not a venture to beembarked upon withoutall concerned being clear both onthe real goals and on the ob-
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stacles to success. Certainly, it is neither an easy nor necessarily an effective routetowards controlling investment within an organisation.
In summary, to provide systems☁free☂ as an uncharged corporate overhead creates the
opportunity for the fastest progress by concentrating planning and investment decisions
at a single point. But this approach carrieswithit the danger of lack of accountability forindividual systems. To provide systems on a charged basis ♥ perhaps, with real moneycrossing individual company boundaries ♥ leads to clearest accountability, but it has
two dangers. Firstly, the mechanism can easily becomeself-defeating, in that too much
attention is paid to the procedures themselves, rather than to examining both the in-
tended and the actual effects. Secondly, it can, somewhat surprisingly, lead to poor
evaluation of opportunities, particularly where a separate companyis involved. The
reasonforthis is that if someoneis preparedto foot the bill for a new system,the onus on
the information systems function to seek out and provide the most effective answer can
easily disappear.
It must be emphasised that, irrespective of charging procedures, the recording of costs
attributable to both the development and the operation of individual systems is an
important step towards the more methodical control of investment. Also, whatever basis
is used, it is essential to assign both clear responsibility for decisions and explicit
accountability for performance. But, within these principles, we have observed systems
being provided completely satisfactorily under a variety of structures. In other words,
there is no neat structural move whichwill, of itself, bring about better decisions on invest-
ment.
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CHAPTER 5

DECISIONS ON INDIVIDUAL SYSTEMS PROJECTS

Having looked at the question of controlling the total investment in systems we now turn
to the subject of decisions on individual projects, and we examine where and in what
way decisions are made on the investment in specific systems.

THE DECISION POINT
Primarily our research investigated the experiences and the viewpoints of large organi-
sations that make extensive use of computer systems. This sample reflects the composi-
tion, and hencethe interest, of Foundation memberorganisations.
As might be expectedafterfifteen to twenty-five years of experience of using computers,
most of the organisations we researched have learned the basic lessons of projectmanagement. Almost without exception, the organisations we examined adopt a stagedapproach to the developmentof new systems. The procedure theyfollow for authorisingand making a final commitment to new projects is, by and large, formalised.
Of the organisations we researched, 85 per cent claimed that they have a clear-cut pointof decision on all new projects. The point in time is specified, as are the individualsresponsible for making the decision.
However, we found that in practice such procedures were not always followed in quitesuch a clear-cut mannerasthis finding might indicate. Nevertheless, the principle thatthere should be a formal decision point is well understood and accepted. The decisionpoint is reached whensufficient work has been doneto identify the matchof the require-ments, the proposed system, and the associated costs.
Increasingly, organisations also recognise that although much of the information onwhich to base the decision must be provided by the information systems function, thedecision itself must, in most cases, rest with the user.
Earlier in this report we discussed the growing role of users in determining their ownsystems, andit is quite clear that accountability for the investmentin systems mustin-creasingly rest in their hands. An interesting example ofthis principle being put intopractice is given in the case history of company K in Appendix 2.
However, there are dangersin pursuing this line of user-accountability even thoughit isunquestionably in the right ♥ and indeed inevitable ♥ overall direction. As alreadyexplained, if an organisation adopts the approach that the user can have any system hedesires provided that he bearsthe cost,there is a dangerthatthis will cause the removalof the obligation of the information systems function to help identify and explore alterna-tive solutions to any given requirement. Thereis also a dangerthat the user can be left toappraise a project in any way he thinksfit, withlittle or no guidance. As we point out inthe following pages, there is always a need for skilled and balanced project appraisal,and it must be rememberedthat a particular user or user department would probably becalled upon to appraise a major computer project no more than oncein every few years.In contrast, the staff of the information systems function arelikely to be involved in such
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exercises month in and month out. Their role is not to take the decision, but to supply
information and give guidancein the appropriate appraisal process. This role needs to
be understood and accepted bybothsides.
It must also be recognised, as we have already stressed, that certain innovations cannot
be left to being justified within individual projects. The introduction of certain corporate-
wide facilities can only really stem from the initiative of the information systems function,
and such projects must be the subject of corporate appraisal at a higher level than is
usual with individual user systems.
As our research showed, whentheseprinciples are recognised and applied there is no
real problem as far as the decision point itself is concerned.

THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
However, on the decision process, our findings were less reassuring than were those on
the decision point.
On the evidence of both our survey and our deeper investigation of specific
organisations,it is clear that the decision process is by no means as methodical, or as
rational, as most people wouldlike to believe.
We examined carefully the way in which organisations actually make decisions on major
projects, and we drew on several cases in our own recent experience to augment the
wider research. Our basic conclusionis that, in this matter, both the understanding of
the problems and the procedures that are used, have not kept pace with the changing
demands.
No organisation likes to admit, or evento feel, that it is making an important financial
decision based on anything other than a methodical, thorough and objective appraisal,
or that it bases an appraisal on anything other than established facts and reliable
estimates. In practice, however, most computer-related decisions (and indeed many
other business decisions) are not made in this way. However, the proceduresthat or-
ganisations adopt allow a necessary level of self-deception.

Thatis not to say that the decisions themselves are usually incorrect, nor that, under-
neath, they are not made forthe right reasons. Indeed, surprisingly few major computer
decisions are actually regretted. What must be said, however, is that the formal
appraisal that takes place is frequently either superficial or irrelevant. There is ample
evidencetoo that by the time the appraisal takesplaceit is often quite clear to everybody
concerned that the project will go ahead. We discuss the consequences of this later in
this chapter.

THE CRITERIA USED IN THE DECISION PROCESS
In our survey of more thanfifty organisations we found that the three criteria they most
commonly apply are those that might be expected.In figure 2 overleaf we show the
proportion of those organisations that apply those criteria with different degrees of
frequency.
We also show in figure 3 on page 23 the frequency with which the organisations apply
three other less common, but nevertheless important, criteria. As the figure shows, the
organisations apply thosethree criteria less regularly than they apply the threecriteria in
figure 2.
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Figure2 The frequency with which organisations use the three most common
criteria in making investment decisions
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There is no contesting the fact that organisations attempt to assemble the necessaryinformation on which to make an investmentdecision. However, in carrying out a soundappraisal, organisations have problemsinfirst recognising the issues involved and inthen identifying the basis on which the decision really needs to be taken.

APPRAISAL TECHNIQUES USED IN MAKING INVESTMENT DECISIONS
There are two formal appraisal techniques that are worthy of consideration within thescopeof this report. The first is discounted cash flow, the second is risk analysis.
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 Figure3 The frequency with which organisations use three other criteria in making
investment decisions
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Discounted cash flow
Discounted cash flow (DCF) takes into account not only the costs and the quantified
financial benefits of a project. It also takes into accountthe times whenthe costs and the
benefits are expected to arise (on the groundsthatthe later the costs and the benefits
arise, the lowertheir value at present-day rates).

A discountrate is selected, in terms of an annual percentage, andthis rate is applied
successively to those costs and benefits that will arise in each of the years of the
projected life of the system. If the total discounted benefits over the life of the project
exceedthetotal discounted costs, the project can be said to have a Net Present Value
(NPV). To that extent, the project can be consideredto befinancially justifiable. The NPV
can also be used to rank competing projects in orderofpriority.

Discounting, therefore, involves applying a discountrate to reduceto a present value the
costs of the proposed new system and also (where anexisting system is being replaced)
the costs of the present system. The present values of any alternatives can then be
compared, andit is then possible to see whetherthe requirement couldbe fulfilled more
economically by the proposed system than by other means. Whereseveral solutions
appear to be feasible the technique can also be used to establish which of theseis, in
effect, the least expensive.
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DCF is a standard and well-understood technique, widely adopted for major capital
projects outside the computer area. However, when it is used for appraising systems
projects it presents some special complications. Firstly, there is the question of the
expected life of the system, which brings with it all the uncertainties discussed in
chapter 2. Secondly, the choice of the level of discount rate is important because the
higher the discount rate, the less likely it will be that a proposed project will appear
worthyoffinancial approval. Thirdly, there is the consideration of whethera single rate is
in fact appropriate for systems projects, bearing in mind the different movementin real
costs that we have pointed out in earlier Foundation reports.
Overall, the attraction ♥ and the danger ♥ of the techniqueis that it reduces the result
to a single figure.
DCFis used widely in the government service. In the private sector, however, DCFis
used by only a limited numberof large organisations, and even thenit is used only on
selected major projects. Outside these areas the technique is neither widely used nor,
we suspect, properly understood.
Risk analysis
All appraisals contain some elementof uncertainty, andthis fact raises the question of thewayin which uncertainty can actually be dealt with when an investmentappraisal is con-ducted. One techniquethat canbe usedis risk analysis, which tests the sensitivity of theresults of an appraisal to changesin its assumptions.
In the private sector, the techniqueis well understood for the evaluation of major capitalprojects outside the computer area. But within the information systemsfunctionit isvirtually unheard of, at least in any regularly applied or formalised sense.
Whatis appropriate to most information systemsprojectsis not a statistical analysis ofprobabilities and their consequences, such as might be usedin other fields. Simply,it isthe identification of those items whose variance has a significant effect on the outcomeof the project, and an examination of their degree of uncertainty and possible range ofvalues.

THE BASIS FOR CARRYING OUT AN APPRAISAL
In our opinion, it is not a lack of a clear decision point nor the unavailability of techniquesthat leads to a poor evaluation procedure. The problemslie elsewhere.
One of the most important obstacles to the regular, sound evaluation of proposedsystemsis the general lack of awarenessthat there aredifferent types ofsituation, andtherefore that the appraisal procedure must vary accordingly.
Far too many organisations persist with the traditional ☁cost-benefit☂ analysis whenoftenitis not appropriate. The exercise then is no longer a genuine appraisal exercise, but rathera procedural hurdle that hasto be cleared on the wayto authorisation.
The difference between cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness
An important point that needs to beclarified is the difference between cost-benefit andcost-effectiveness.
Most of the organisations encompassedin our research carry out, or at least claimed
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that they carry out, some form of ☁cost-benefit☂ analysis as the normal basis for
evaluating their systems projects. In our opinion, organisations often try to do this when
it is not really appropriate to the particular situation. There is a failure in the minds of
those concerned to appreciate the difference between cost-benefit and cost-effective-
ness, and to recognise whento use oneorthe other form of analysis, or even both.
Cost-benefit analysis really applies only where there is an option on whetheror not to
proceed. Its use is primarily to determine the extent to which a changeis justified.
Cost-effectiveness, on the other hand, applies either where a decision to introduce
change has been made or wherea particular task or requirement hasto befulfilled to a
defined level of performance. Its use is to determine the way in which the requirement
should best be met.

Different appraisal situations
The nature of the particular appraisal situation dictates both the type of analysis required
and the suitability of the various appraisal techniques that are available.
Appraisal situations do not alwaysfit neatly into any one particular category, but broadly
speaking they can be categorised as follows:
♥ Situation 1: The opportunity to achieve savings

In this situation, there is no compulsion to change, but there are benefits to be had
from a new system, and those benefits can be quantified in clear, financial terms.
Typical examples of such benefits might include staff savings, lower inventories or
reduced communications costs. This situation lends itself to the most straight-
forward type of cost-benefit analysis.

♥ Situation 2: The opportunity to obtain quantified non-financial benefits
This situation is similarto the first, but although the benefits may be quantifiable, they
require expertise outside the information systems function to translate them into fin-
ancial terms. One example of such a benefit is an improved levelof service. It might
be possible to define exactly what improvement might be achieved (for example, by
handling either an order or an enquiry in a time of X as opposedto a time of Y), but to
express that improvement in terms of increased volume of business requires an
examination of the market☂s sensitivity to service level.

Provided that this commercial analysis can be performed, then a cost-benefit
analysis can be used asa basisfor the decision. If the commercial analysis cannot
be carried out, then someone has to make a judgementas to whether the improved
facility is worth the proposed expenditure.

♥ Situation 3: The opportunity to obtain unquantifiable benefits
In this situation, the benefits may be clear-cut but they simply cannot be expressedin
any quantified form. Several systems whose main purposeis to supply management
information fall into this category.
This does not meanthat the decision needsto beany less clear or formal. It simply
means that management judgement carries the full burden. Expressed simply,
managementis told: ☁☁This is what can be provided and this is what it will cost☝☂.
Managementthen hasthe responsibility for deciding whether the proposed invest-
mentis justified.
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♥ Situation 4: The compulsion to change because the existing systems demand
replacement
In this situation, a change is compelled because, through problems of growth, or
changesin the environment or difficulties in continued maintenance, the existing
systems haveto be replaced.
In this situation, then, the question is not whether to go ahead, but how best to
proceed. This meansthat there needsto be a cost-effectiveness evaluation in which
the different options, their respective pros and cons, andtheir associated costs need
to be evaluated one against the other.

♥ Situation 5: The compulsion to change because the external factors demand new
facilities
The compulsion to changein this situation is demanded by external requirements,
such as changesin legislation. As with situation 4, the appraisal must be concerned
with the most cost-effective approach.

♥ Situation 6: The strong need to change because of competitive pressures
In this situation, thereis, strictly speaking, no compulsion to change, but competitive
pressures demandthat a new system be considered. In such a situation, an organisa-
tion maytaketheline that it cannot afford to be the only one in its industry that is notoffering the particular required facility. It might be a computerised reservation sys-
tem, it might be a customerinformation system.
The appraisal needs to recognise, and possibly to validate, this motivating force, andit must be concerned with obtaining the most cost-effective solution.

In practice, of course, as weindicated earlier, there are situations that do notfall neatlyinto one or other of the above categories. For example, an enforced change might alsorepresent an opportunity for new benefits. However, the key to successlies inrecognising the real basis for the evaluation. For example, organisations often attempt to☁cost-justify☂ a proposed new system when everyoneinvolved is fully aware that theproject must go ahead. The consequenceofthis unnecessary exerciseis thatit divertsattention from the real issues and options involved.
Many organisations have standard appraisal procedures whichfail to recognise thevariety of situations that need to be handled. As a consequence, new projects are some-times forced through a procedural exercise that is quite unrelated to the real decision.Alternatively,if it is recognised that the standard procedures do notfit the particularsituation, then they are largely ignored. Either way, not only is the organisation deprivedof any rational evaluation procedure, but senior managementis deprived of oneofitsinstruments for effecting an investmentstrategy.

STRUCTURING THE APPRAISAL
Our research revealed that there is a range of approachesto the appraisal processitself. At one extreme,there is an approachthat insists on a formalised procedure, usingstandard techniques to demonstrate a clear, quantified case for a project before it canbe authorised. At the other, there is an approachthat says that, provided someoneisprepared to meet the cost against his own budget, then the way in which the cost isjustified is his affair.
Because these two approachesare so far removed from each other, although both, in
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our opinion, are capable of resulting in good and bad decisions, it is worthwhile
examining their respective merits and drawbacks.
In looking at them, it is pertinent and interesting to examine the respective experience of
the public and the private sectors, where, broadly speaking, the two approaches pre-
dominate.

The contrasting approachesof the public and the private sectors
Weconsiderfirst the public sector, looking particularly at central government. In recent
years, as a result of the stringent financial demands of the economic climate, there has
been increasing pressure both to examine carefully and to justify fully all proposed
expenditure of public money. In the computer systems area, this pressure has been
exacerbated because thoseprojects that have overrun their planned costs or that have
failed to deliver their promised benefits have been held up for public scrutiny. Although
almost every major organisation in the private sector has its own horror story of a
computer system that went badly off course, the details (and particularly the true costs)
are seldom exposed to the world at large. Within the public sector, in contrast, similar
failures are exposed to public examination. As a result, increasingly detailed and
increasingly comprehensive processesfor investment appraisal have been introduced.
In much of the private sector, however, systems projects are often carried forward
mainly on a tide of rising enthusiasm or user pressure, unconstrained by formal
appraisal processes. The necessary investigation of requirements and possibilities may
well be carried out very thoroughly, but a genuine and methodical investment appraisal
is often omitted.
This omission might be considered surprising in an environment that is supposedly domi-
nated by commercial pressures. It reflects, however, a desire for uncluttered decision-
making and a tendencyto view rules and procedures (when applied at a senior level) as
bureaucracy.It also reflects the fact that accountability for the success of systemsis
actually quite vague in most organisations.

The respective merits of the two approaches

Because there is such an extreme difference between the two approaches,it might be
asked whetherit is simply a case of one being right and the other wrong, and of project
appraisals being carried out correctly and effectively on one side and badly and ineffec-
tively on the other.
Webelieve that, in practice, the answer is more complex than this, and that there are
some useful lessons to be drawn from observations of both approaches.

The great merit of a formalised, quantified approach is that it compels consideration of
facts and issues that might otherwise be passed overor be dealt with at only a super-
ficial level. The mere existence of an appraisal process meansthat the areas of cost,
risk, and options have to be examined in advance, and the areas of criticality or
weakness have to be identified. Figures have to be presented, and those figures can be
challenged at the time. They can also be monitored subsequently.

A formalised quantified approach has, however, three fundamental weaknesses.All of
these are related to the oft-associated tendency to attempt to reduce the decision ♥
andits element of judgement ♥ to a mechanistic procedure.
Firstly, there is a danger that once numbers have beenascribed to an item they take ona
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reality that is not warranted by the assumptions and the estimates that wereusedin
producing them. As the document☁☁Investment Appraisal and Monitoring Procedures for
Administrative Computer Projects☂ (Civil Service Department 1980) putsitr... the
mechanistic application of techniquesto indifferent data can bea distinct impediment;
the mere fact that recognised techniques have been used may have the effect of
creating a spurious degree of confidencein it☂.
Secondly,if the decision to proceedis to be judgedlargely on the resulting bottom line of
figures, or even, with NPV, on singlefigure, there is considerable and natural pressure
to re-examine and re-adjust estimates and variablesif the initial draft provides the wrong
result.
Thirdly, a completely mechanistic approachis largely unsuited to dealing with the type of
unquantifiable benefits that can arise from the technology that is now becoming avail-
able. Benefits such as enhanced service, improved control, increased flexibility,
capacity to cope with growth, reduced vulnerability ♥ and, in governmentprojects,
consideration of social responsibility ♥ can be difficult or even impossible to interpret
as specific financial gains. That, however, does not make those benefits any less real or
any less worthy of being pursued.
There are dangers at the other extreme, where no formal appraisal is carried out or
where, as more often occurs, a token exercise is carried out merely for the sake of
propriety. This approach runs counterto all the wisdom that is preached in the area of
project management. Thereis, after all, nothing to be gained by carefully controlling
progress downa path, if that path has been conceived in haste and leads to a question-
able destination.
The main danger, in terms of consequences, might appear to be the dangerof taking abad decision, with the result that a project is launched which, in the light of betterinformation or more considered judgement, should never have been authorised. Butintermsoflikelihood, that is not actually the biggest danger. The morerealistic concernsare thoseof failing to examinealternatives, failing to assess timescales and resourcesrealistically, failing to identify those points of uncertainty or criticality that influencesuccess,failing to identify and assign proper priorities, and failing to fit the projectproperly within any long-term strategy.
Furthermore, if the staff within the information systems function accepteither a non-existent appraisal processorat best a cursory one, this can only help constrain their roleto that of making a purely technical contribution to the organisation.
In practice, the choice betweena structured, quantified approach to appraisals and aninformal approach is not a straightforward option. What is required for any particularproject is the right blend of basic data, appropriate appraisal techniques and manage-mentjudgement. And the composition of this blend will vary from one project to another.
In our opinion, what is needed for every substantial project is a formal, thoroughappraisal ♥ even whereit is recognised at the outset that the decision will rest on ajudgement which can only be partly buttressed by a quantified financial case.

PRESENTING THE INFORMATIONFORAN APPRAISAL
No matter what approach is adopted, and no matter what analysis techniques are used,a sound appraisal requires all the information affecting the decision to be properlycompiled and clearly presented. Normally we would expect this information to include:
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♥ Arestatement of the objectives of the project.
Arestatementof the basis for the decision (in other words, the grounds on which
the decision will rest).

♥ Anidentification of the options closed or remaining.
♥ Astatementof the benefits and an explanation of the assumptions on which they

rest. Where appropriate, these should be quantified. They should also, where
appropriate, be expressedin financial terms.

♥ Acash-flow projection with explanations of the assumptions containedin it.
♥ Anassessmentofthe risk involved (even wherethis only confirmsthat there is no

significant risk).
♥ An analysis of the effects of deciding either not to proceed orto delay.
♥ An analysis of the effect of the decision on other priorities.
♥ Ananalysis of the way in whichtheprojectfits the systems strategy and of where

it leads.

Our research showedthat, in practice, this information is seldom presented as clearly
and fully as it might be. Moreover, the impact of that information is often further
diminished becauseit is submergedin a substantial document whose main purposeis to
describe the new system and the wayin whichit will operate. Many pagesdescribing the
detailed requirements of the system are followedbyfull and careful descriptionsoffiles,
transactions, procedures and equipment. These are then followed by a description of the
benefits and a table of costs which, by comparison, are almost cursory. Not surprisingly,
the subsequent discussion tends to focus on specific aspects of the system, rather than
on the real appraisal of the project.
That observation is not meant to imply that a careful examination of the way in which a
new system will perform is out of place. Ratherit meansthat there is muchto be said for
extracting the arguments for the project, and also the information on which they rest,
and presenting them in a separate documentspecifically written to provide the basis for
a managementdecision.

THE CASE FOR IMPROVING THE APPRAISAL PROCESS
Wehave identified in the foregoing pages a number of major weaknesses in the way
projects are currently appraised. At the sametime it must be recognised that a great
deal of good sense normally goesinto the selection and authorisation of new computer
systems. Our research uncovered few decisions which on the surface wereblatantly
bad. It could therefore be argued that since the present general approach does not
produce great disappointment, it is adequate to the requirement. We believe, however,
thatit is not. We believe that the present general approachis inadequate in that:

1. It inhibits the application of a strategy, becauseitis difficult to effect a strategy if
projects arejustified piecemeal and there is no means of setting, and where neces-
sary changing, the basis on which they are appraised.

2. It inhibits dialogue ♥ and indeed, understanding ♥ between the information sys-
tems function and the users.
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3. It leads to inefficient systems and missed opportunities, because the analysis con-
centrates mainly on whether a system is justified. It pays too little attention to
whethera system is really needed, to whetherthe best solution has been adopted, to
where it leads in the long term, and to whether it represents the best use of
resources.

Having an effective appraisal process is partly a matter of having the right high-level
standards and procedures, partly a matter of communicating a policy, and partly a
matter of both the users and the systemsstaff genuinely understanding whatis involved
in carrying out a sound appraisal.
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CHAPTER 6

MONITORING THE RESULTS OF AN INVESTMENT

We have discussed earlier in this report the question of monitoring the overall invest-
ment in, and the expenditure on, systems. We now turn to the question of monitoring
individual projects.
In theory, it might be expected that organisations would take great care in keeping track
of the results of an investment in a particular new system. It might reasonably be
expected that costs would be accumulated and examined as a matter of normal
managementdiscipline, and that benefits would be monitored for several good reasons.
These reasons might include ensuring that the benefits are fully realised, identifying
further benefit opportunities, learning from experience, and ensuring that realistic
attitudes are adopted whenestimating and claiming benefits in thefirst place.

The arguments for monitoring both the investment andits results are undeniably sound.
But in practice it simply does not happen. Wefound that very few organisations monitor
the outcomeof their investment decisions in any regular or systematic manner.

Welookfirst at the question of the monitoring of costs. Virtually every large information
systems function records ♥ and normally tightly controls ♥ its total expenditure.
However, what we are concernedwith here is not the controlling of the total costs, but
the monitoring of the costs of individual systems.

As wepointed out in chapter 5, almost every organisation requires that the costs associ-
ated with any new system should be assessedearly in the project. No less than 87 per
cent of the organisations that we examined normally establish costs when reaching a
decision on whether to proceed with a proposed system. However, this initial
assessment of costs is based very largely on estimates, and these estimates are
composedof figures that are neither fixed nor necessarily reliable.

This dependence on estimates is now increasing as the relative importance of the
various cost elements changes. Not only are manpowercosts and software costs
increasingly outweighing hardware costs for new projects, but the proportion of these
costs that are incurred for maintenance, rather than for initial development, is also
increasing. The true cost of a system is therefore something that emerges only slowly
overits full life.
Under these circumstances, monitoring procedures might be expected toreflect this
trend. But in practice they donot.It is true that organisations generally record develop-
ment costs and keep them under review, and we found that 56 per cent of all the
organisations we surveyed always monitor such costs. However, fewer organisations
routinely monitor running costs, and fewer still monitor maintenance costs. What is
important here, though, is not whether organisations actually record those maintenance
costs but more the use to which they put the information. We found that organisations
mainly collect the data with a view to charging for the resources used, rather than for the
purpose of monitoring the total cost of the system overits life.

Generally speaking, then, organisations do record and control costs, but very few organi-
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sations relate those costs backto the original investment decisions. Moreover, the total
cost of a system overits life is a figure that organisations seldom compile or examine.
lf most organisations were asked to state the total amount they spend on developing,
running and supporting any particular system, they would probablybe able to compile
the figure by undertaking a special exercise, but they almost certainly would not have
that figure available already. Nor would it be an item of information that they would
already be familiar with.
The position with regard to the monitoring of benefits is even more pronounced.It might
be expected that because organisations are anxious to ensurethat they extractfull value
from introducing a new system, they would keep a close watch onthe benefits they
achieve, if only forthefirst two or three years after the system is introduced. It would be
natural to find both users and the information systems staff eagerly scrutinising the
outcomeof their investment and labours respectively. In practice, though, this does not
happen,at least not in any methodical fashion.
Almostthree-quarters of the organisations that we approachedindicated that they rarelyexamined the actual benefits they achieved. If they did so it was only as an occasionalexercise.
Webelieve that there are two reasons why organisations do not generally monitor boththe costs and the benefits of their systems. Thefirst arises from the practical difficultiesof doing so. For example, onevalid difficulty is that circumstances change. With a largeproject, in which developmentand implementation are spread over a long time, it is oftenextremely difficult to compare the outcomewith the original expectation. Circumstanceschange, and the morevalid comparison would need to be between the presentsituationand the situation that would have developed had the new system not been introduced.
The second,andpossibly more important reason is the sheer lack of incentive. Generallyspeaking, except where a project has gone badly wrong, those concerned with a systemsproject do not want a post mortem. They would generally consider that thereislittle togain from investigating the past, especially where such an investigation would involvediverting effort from the arguably more productive task of developing systems for thefuture.
As one organisation put it: ☁☁ We cannot recover the original money so what would areview producebutill-feeling and accusations?☝☂
Wefound that although manyorganisations prescribed a post-implementation review intheir standards manual, in practice this requirement was largely ignored. Someorganisations have aninternal audit function thatis equipped to carry out such a reviewindependently. However, the function tends to be effective only in organisations likefinancialinstitutions where such audits are an accepted and everydaypart of the runningof the organisation. In other organisations, the internal audit function seems to bedefeated in its purpose by a lack of both experience and genuine competencein theinformation systems area.
If the purposeof any post-implementation review of an operational system is regarded asbeing fundamentally negative, then such a review really has no Part to play in ensuring amore effective approachto investment.Its role is inevitably circumventedorits findingsdisregarded by both the user and the information systems function.
Weconsider, however,thatif only these obstacles could be overcome, much more couldbe gained from systematically examining the results and the lessons of majorprojects.
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The examination does not need to be conducted on any continuous basis, nor should it
be conductedonly in response to events and problems.Instead, it should be conducted
at predetermined points in the life of a project. If the examination is to be effective,
however, it requires discipline, a willingness to expend valuable resources on the task
and the prospect that managementattention will be paid to the outcome.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

With technology advancing so rapidly on the one hand, and the economic climateremaining so uncertain and demanding on the other, information systems willundoubtedly play an increasing role in both the efficiency and the effectiveness of everylarge organisation. On all current evidence, the total investmentin information systemsis likely to increase, even thoughit may be spread and dispersed (and often concealed)under various departmental headings.
The penalty an organisation paysifit fails either to direct or to control this investmentisnotjust that it spends unnecessary money, important enough thoughthat might be. WhatiS worse is that it produces inefficiency and inflexibility in the organisation ♥ anditwastes opportunities.
The opportunities, in our opinion, are real and exciting, and all the techniques and all thetools necessary to control investment are available now. Whatis missingis sufficientlywidespread understanding bysenior managersofthe fact that they need to exercise thiscontrol, and also a knowledgeof the means by which they can exerciseit.

THE PROBLEM FACING SENIOR MANAGEMENT
The basic problem is knowing the way in which senior managers outside the specialistarea should exercise the right degree of control over a complex, technology-based

What is required of senior management is not an occasional interest, reacting toproposed budgets or problems,nor inconsistent interference in the running of the func-tion. Instead, senior Management needs both to set a clear policy for investment andexpenditure and to ensure that an overall systemsstrategy exists.
For years various people have preached the doctrine of ☁senior managementinvolve-ment☂ in systems. Computer Suppliers have done so because they know that seniormanagement takes the ultimate financial decisions, management consultants have done

The real problemis that the natureofthis ☁involvement☂ has rarely been properly defined.There have been innumerable computer appreciation courses for senior management,run both internally and externally. Those courses have played a valuable role in gainingattention for information systems, in giving senior Managementa good understanding oftechnology andits potential, in describing the steps in systems development, and instimulating enthusiasm.Rarely, however, have any of these courses genuinely equippedsenior managementfor the tasks of identifying and making the basic decisions oninvest-ment.
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In this report we have described the underlying importance of these decisions, we have
explained the difficulties there are in making them, and we have outlined several
approaches that can be taken.
As we have already indicated, in the type of large and experienced organisations on
which our research has been concentrated, very few really bad decisions are made
nowadays on individual computer projects. However, that is not really the point of
concern here. The problem is not really the problem of stopping the ☁rogue project☂.
Instead, it is the problem of investing sensibly, and on an informedbasis, in an aspectof
the business that has growing importance,and in whichthe results of investment can be
enormously variable. Viewedin this light, our research revealed that there is consider-
able scope for improving the decision-making process.
Reassuringly perhaps, the task of improving the decision-making process does not
necessarily require complex or sophisticated appraisal techniques. However, it always
involves establishing the point at which, and the level at which, an investmentdecision
has to be made, defining the accountability of those who have to make the decision,
determining the basis on whichthe decision must be taken, ensuring that the relevantin-
formation is presented, setting policies and priorities, and ensuring thatthe direction and
the extent of systems within the organisation is not determined simply by the combined
effects of innumerable unrelated decisions.

POINTS OF GUIDANCE FOR SENIOR MANAGEMENT
Based on our research and on our own experience, webelieve that there are several
points of guidance that can be drawnto assist senior management in formulating and
applying an effective approach towards investment in systems.

Firstly, as explained in chapter 3, senior management needs to ensure that the organisa-
tion has a systems strategy. This strategy needs to be produced by the information
systems function in responseto the long-term needsofthe organisation, but it needs to
be fully understood and endorsed by senior management. Nowadays,a systemsstrategy
forms an essential part of an organisation☂s long-term planning.

Next, to ensure a sound basefor that systemsstrategy, we believe that it is important to
recognise that one of the most common obstacles to a sound strategy ♥ and hence to a
well-founded investment programme ♥ can be an understandable but misguided desire
to protect past investment. This attitude is not so much a conscious decision as an
unwillingness to examine the possibility that the existing systems or the existing equip-
ment provide the wrong base on which to build for the future.

What we have just said should not be taken as an argument for continually discarding
past work and starting again. Indeed, oneof the arguments for having a strategyis thatit
should makeit less likely that such circumstanceswill arise in the future. However,
before a systemsstrategy is formulated senior management must ensure that the exist-
ing systems baseis correct. If it is wrong, then, for the purposeof the longer-term invest-
ment, the soonerthis is recognised and faced the better.

Next, as a prerequisite for defining systems strategy and for making sensible judge-
ments on budgets, senior managementbothinside and outside the information systems
function needs to understandfully the basic investment trendsin information systems
within the organisation. The information they require for this purpose needsto cover the
past five years and the expected trends overthe next five years.
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This does not mean that senior management needsto pore over detailed budgets and
detailed figures of past and future performance. It does mean that senior management
needs to understand the basic composition of the costs and the way in which, and the
reasons why, costs are changing. As weindicated earlier, few organisations even have
to hand the level of detail given in the case histories in Appendix 1.
Next, as the opportunities for information systems are expanded by the new technology,
senior management needsto recognisethatif it fails to assign clear responsibility fornew areas suchasoffice automation, this can only deprive the organisation of the abilityto control the overall investment.
Next, senior management needs to recognise that in certain areas such as officeautomation, electronic mail and end-user computing, little or no progresswill be madeifthese innovationsare left to piecemeal justification of individual applications.
Next, senior management needsto ensure thatthe rules for the evaluation of proposedsystemsare clear. Generally speaking, our research hasindicated that the rules are notclear. The old form of cost-benefit analysis is increasingly inappropriate, but often itremains the only standard method of appraisal that exists in an organisation. Conse-quently, such an analysis is often enforced, which leads either to the manipulation offigures followed by a contrived outcomeorto the inhibition of real innovation. Alterna-tively, it is ignored, with the result that there is little or no genuine evaluation.
The rules need to be responsive to short-term redirection according to the corporatecircumstances.
Finally, the fact that a mechanistic approach to appraisals is inappropriate to many oftoday☂s decisions, and that those decisions must now contain an increased element ofjudgement, does not obviate the need for a formal, well-defined appraisal process.Indeed, quite the reverse.
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APPENDIX 1

CASE HISTORIES RELATING TO THE
EXPENDITURE ON DATA PROCESSING

In this Appendix, commencing on the next page, we present as five case histories the
historical expenditure on data processing systems by five organisations. The five
organisations concerned werefrom five different industries (retailing, local government,
brewing, finance and public utility).
We refer to the organisations as companies A, B, C, D and E, and for each one we
provide a series of three charts. The first chart for each company showsthe change in
data processing expenditure in terms of money spent in eachoffive years(including the
budgeted expenditure in the current year for four of the case histories). The total
expenditure has been subdivided into the three major constituent parts of labour costs,
equipmentcosts and other costs. The first chart for each company also shows for each
year the company☂s actual expenditure on each of these constituent parts, together with
the percentageof the total costs that each constituentpart represents. It also showsfor
each year the elementof the total costs that is accounted for byinflation since the first
year shown. Thus,the first chart for each company also shows the way in which the
company☂s total expenditure has changed in real terms over a period of time.

The second chart for each company showsthe way in which labour costs and equipment
costs (and, for company B, accommodation costs as well) have changedin real terms
during the period shown. These charts also show the wayin which these items of cost
have changedrelative to one another.

The third chart for company A showsthe way in which the numberof the company☂s data
processing staff has changed, and, for the other four companies,the third chart shows
the way in which various cost elements have changed relative to the base year. In con-
structing these charts we haveset the costsin the first year at a base of 100, and we
have adjusted the costs for subsequent years for inflation, before relating them to this
base of 100.
For consistency, all financial amounts are given in pounds sterling.
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CASE HISTORY OF COMPANY A
The case history of company A is an interesting example of the first effects of a
company☂s move towards using minicomputers and distributed systems. Overall expen-
diture reflects the initial surge of developmentin 1978 and the effects of the recessionin
1980. During the period in which costs were reviewed (1977 to 1982), the costs have
risen steadily, but they now showsignsofflattening out.
What is mostinteresting is the way in which the mix ofindividual costs has changed, andthis is not evident from the charts. The labour mix has changed dramatically. In 1977, 37per cent of the labour costs were directed towards development, whereas in 1978 thefigure was 53 per cent, and the budget for 1982 is 57 per cent. The increase resultedboth from a massive developmentthrust and from the loss of data preparation Staff anddata control staff. Further staff of both these types will be lost when the companyintro-duces additional distributed systems, and the proportion of labour costs directedtowards developmentwill probably then increase evenfurther. In absolute terms, labourcostswill be closely geared to the use of program developmentaids and purchased sott-ware, but the effect of these cannot yet be measured.
CompanyA☂sstrategyto distribute systems hasshifted the equipment expenditure frommainframe computers towards minicomputers. In 1977, all expenditure was on main-frames, whereas in 1979 the figure was 85 per cent, and the budget for 1982 is 67 percent. This trendis likely to continue until 1983/84, when the mainframeswill be replacedby smaller machines. The proportion of expenditure is then likely to swing even furthertowards minicomputers.It is interesting to note that, although the mix has changed, theproportion of equipmentcosts to overall costs has stayed very much the samethrough-out the period underreview.
During the period, overheads haverisen steadily in absolute terms and also in proportionto overall expenditure. The growth has beenin proportion to both the office space usedand the number of permanent employees,and this trend is likely to continue.
The twosignificant components of☁other costs☂ in company A are stationery costs andthe costs of proprietary software. Whereas stationery costs are declining steadily withthe increasing use of on-line systems, the use of purchased softwareis increasing. In1977 and 1978, purchased software accounted for 0.4 per centof total expenditure. Thebudgeted figure for 1981 is 3.8 per cent, which represents a remarkable increase.Purchasedsoftwarewill play an increasing role in systems development, and so labourcosts are likely to be significantly reduced in the future.
The companyis still in a transitional stage, and so long-term predictions are difficult tomake. However, it is clear that the company☂s plans for using minicomputers,distributedsystems and purchasedsoftware will all continue to have an effect on the key area oflabour expenditure.
The charts on the next three pages show the relevant data for companyA.
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 Growth in data processing expenditure in company A during the period 1977 to 1982
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The figure showsthetotal cost for each year, and the breakdown of the total into the three major
constituent parts of labour costs, equipment costs and othercosts (including overhead costs).
For each year, the percentageofthe total costs accountedfor by each of the three constituent
parts is also shown. The dotted line at the top of each column indicates the total costs adjusted
for inflation since the first year.
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Labour costs and equipmentcosts for companyA duringthe period 1977to 1982 (shownatconstant 1977 prices)
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 Numberof data processing staff employed by companyA during the period 1977 to 1982
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CASE HISTORY OF COMPANY B
The casehistory of company B showsthe effects of two factors: the introduction of amuch tighter managementstyle, which affected matters such as project managementstandards, and a very marked move from mainframe computersto distributed systems.
The company☂s moststartling achievement probably is the great increase in the effec-tiveness of the systems development department.In 1974, 80 per cent of the systemsdevelopment resources wereallocated to maintenance tasks, but by 1979 the proportionhad been reduced to 48 per cent.It is currently estimated that the proportion will nowfluctuate between 45 per cent and 60 per cent. The reduction is especially remarkablebearing in mindthe increased rate at which new systems and replacement systems havebeen developed.
In real terms, the overall costs in 1974 are lower than those contained in the 1981budget. It is significant, however, that in 1974 there were seventy-eight staff comparedwith the fifty-one in the 1981 budget. Productivity, in terms of systems delivered, wasclearly much lower in 1974. The department was also overmannedboth in the systemsdevelopment area andin the operations area. This overmanning was worsenedby thefact that during the mid-1970s several projects were abandoned at various stages ofdevelopment. As a result, the department had a poor reputation.
The processof recovery was planned on several fronts. The objectives were to reducelabour costs, to introduce a distributed processing strategy, to introduce sound projectManagementstandards and project development Standards, to win back the confidenceof the users and to expand the department☂s influence. Between 1974 and 1977 thelabour force was pruned substantially, and from that time the department has remaineddeliberately stretched, although additional junior staff have been recruited. Better-designed and more-robust systems wereinstalled, and the first major distributed mini-computer systems wereinstalled in 1974.
Expenditure on minicomputers Currently stands at 43 per cent of the equipment expendi-ture, and that proportion is expectedto continue to rise. The processof winning backtheconfidenceof the userstook time, butit has now resulted in a high degree of successfuldevelopment, with very few aborted projects and an increasing demandfor the depart-ment☂s services.
Whatis most noticeable is the department's positive attitude towards users, comparedwith its defensive approach of the early 1970s.
Since 1979, costs have risen and the amountof development work undertaken has proli-ferated, although the overall mix of expenditure has not changed very much. The majorcategories of expenditure are labour, equipment and accommodation, whichis in centralLondon.
The effective use of skilled resources continues to demand Management attention,especially in view of the users☂ high demandfor systems. The pressuresto recruit furtherStaff have so far been resisted, because users have been successfully educated to ☜waittheir turn☂☂. However, now that so many successful systems have spread throughout thegroup, it may becomeincreasingly difficult to resist this pressure.
The charts on the next three pages show the relevant data for companyB.
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Growthin data processing expenditure in company B during the period 1977 to 1982
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The figure showsthe total cost for each year, and the breakdownofthe totalinto the three major
constituent parts of labour costs, equipment costs and other costs (including overhead costs).
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Labour costs, equipment costs and accommodation costs for companyB during theperiod 1977 to 1982 (shownat constant 1977 prices)
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Labour costs in company B for systems development and computeroperations during
the period 1977 to 1982
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CASE HISTORY OF COMPANY C
CompanyC is centralised both in its style of management and in its approach to dataprocessing. The company☂s expenditure on data processing in 1980 was £51%/%mcompared with total company costs of £1,090m.
Since 1976 the company has recognised the potential value of investing in dataprocessing systems, and it has been complementing batch systems with on-line sys-tems. As might be expected, the company☂s expenditure on teleprocessing equipmentduring the period has increased ♥ from 3 per cent of its total data processing costs in1974 to 10 per cent in 1980. On the other hand, computer stationery costs havedecreased from 6 per cent of its total data processing costs in 1976 to 3 per cent in1980.
The trend in overall costs (in real terms) clearly illustrates the tight control the companyexercised overits data processing costs in the mid-1970s. The 17 per cent increaseinexpenditure (in real terms) from 1978 to 1980 reflects the fact that the company recog-nised the real importance of data processing. This increaseis in contrast with an overalldecrease of 10 per cent(in real terms) in total company expenditure over the sameperiod.
The increased costs were due to the upgrading and the replacingof existing mainframeequipment to meet the demand for new development. This investment has taken placesince 1978, and it represents an increase of 50 per cent in equipmentcosts (in realterms) from 1978 to 1980.In comparison, labour costs have decreased overthe sameperiod by 6 percent(in real terms) as a result of the switch of resources from productioneffort. Indeed, from 1976 to 1980 labour costs have decreased by 12 per cent(in realterms).
The decreased labour costs are impressive in the light of the heavy load of systemsdevelopment carried out during this period, and, significantly, applications packageshave increasingly been used. The cost of packageshas increased from 1 per cent of thetotal data processing budget in 1976 to 4 per cent in 1980. However,this trend alonedoes not explain the firm hold the company has established onits labour costs. A keyfactor in this is the very low staff turnover, and hence the likely high productivityassociated with stability, particularly in the systems developmentfunction.
The relationship between equipment costs and labour costs, however, is likely tofluctuate with the implementation of new developments. The effects of increasingsalaries, and the level of maintenance required to support the ever-increasing newsystemswill undoubtedly be a major challenge in the 1980s.
The charts on the next three pages showthe relevant data for companyC.
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 Growth in data processing expenditure in company C during the period 1976 to 1981
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Thefigure showsthe total cost for each year, and the breakdownofthetotal into the three major
constituent parts of labour costs, equipment costs and other costs (including overhead costs).
For each year, the percentage of the total costs accounted for by each of the three constituent
parts is also shown. The dotted line at the top of each columnindicatesthetotal costs adjusted
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 Labour costs and equipmentcosts for company C during the period 1976 to 1981 (shownat constant 1976 prices)
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Total companycosts, total data processing costs and total data processing labour costs
in company C during the period 1978 to 1981
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CASE HISTORY OF COMPANY D
Company D has had very uniform pattern of expenditure in a centralised data proces:sing environment. In 1979 the company spent £234m on data processing compared withtotal companycosts of £500m. Since 1977, data processing costs have risen gradually,and the rise in those costs during the period from 1977 to 1982 is expected to be 46 percent (in real terms).
During the period from 1977, the mainframe systems have been converted to operateunder a database system, and the mainframe operations have been extended. Duringthe period also there was a substantial programme of systems development.
The increase in equipment costs reflects the heavy investment that the company hasbeen making in data processing systems. If the 1981 budget figures turn out to becorrect, equipment costs will have risen by 50 per cent (in real terms) from 1976 to1981. Labour costs during this period will also have increased by 37 per centin realterms. The increase will have resulted mainly from an increase in the labour costs ofcomputer services.
From 1977 to 1980, labour costs associated with computer services rose by 38 per cent(in real terms) compared with an increase of 21 per cent in the costs associated withsystems development. Thelatter increaseis especially interesting whenit is comparedwith the corresponding staff levels. Over the same period there was a reduction insystems developmentstaff of 16 per cent. This surprising difference cannot be explainedby the general increase in systems developmentsalaries. The main cause would seem tobe the changing composition of the systems department.
In order to exploit the new database products, technical expertise has been broughtin atthe expenseof less-qualified staff. In addition to this, the general shortage of computerexpertise is particularly acute in the company☂s geographical area. As a result, staffsalaries have risen at an even faster rate than the norm.
A major strategic planning exercise was completed in 1980, andthis culminatedin a five-year plan for systems development. One major factor wasto plan the future develop-ments on the basis of existing systems development staffing levels. The plan hasprovided a stable demand for systems on which to base future investment. Already,overall costs show signsoflevelling off, as do equipment costs and the labour costsassociated with systems development. The extent to which costs are contained, and thelevel of successof the plan will probably be closely correlated with each other overthenext few years.
The charts on the next three pages show the relevant data for companyD.
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 Growthin data processing expenditure in companyD during the period 1977 to 1982
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The figure showsthetotal cost for each year, and the breakdownofthetotal into the three major
constituent parts of labour costs, equipment costs and other costs (including overhead costs).
For each year, the percentageof the total costs accounted for by each of the three constituent
parts is also shown.The dotted line at the top of each columnindicates the total costs adjusted
for inflation since thefirst year.
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Labour costs and equipmentcosts for company D during the period 1977 to 1982 (shownat constant 1977 prices)
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 Labour costs both for computeroperations and for systems development in companyD,
and the number of systems developmentstaff employed in company D during the period
1977 to 1981
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CASE HISTORY OF COMPANYE
The case history of company E showsthe way in which costs have changed during aperiod of successful development and major systems conversionin a highly-centralisedenvironment.
A new data processing manager was appointed in 1975, and during the next three years(1975 to 1977) real costs were actually reduced even thoughsubstantial on-line systemswere developed duringthat period. It is interesting that both labour costs and equipmentcosts were reduced (in real terms) by about 14 per cent and 30 per cent respectively.The latter figure arose mainly as a result of equipment being written off and not replaced.To some extent, the effect of this reduction was felt more sharply when replacementequipment was purchased during the late-1970s. The labour cost reduction applies bothto systems developmentstaff and to computer operationsstaff, the figures being 16 percent and 10 per cent respectively (in real terms). These reductions, coupled with a highdevelopment workload, suggest that there was a dramatic increasein productivity overthe three years.
After the initial stabilisation between 1975 and 1977, costs over the next three years(1977 to 1979) rose by 20 per cent(in real terms). Labour costs rose by 30 per cent overthe period (in real terms), because there wasaninflux of systems developmentstaff bothto meet the demandsfor new systems andalso to carry out the conversion work on thereplacement mainframe systems.
In 1979, work began ona three-year programmeto convert systems to run on new main-frame equipment. Overall costs rose sharply in 1980 (by 30 per centin real terms), butthey are budgeted to level out in 1981. Not surprisingly, the effect of new equipmentcosts played a considerable part in this increase, to such an extent that the balancebetween equipment costs and labour costs swung dramatically during the period. Theanticipated off-loading of operationsstaff in 1981 exaggerated this swing even further.
A stable picture will not emerge until the conversion Stage is complete. It seemslikely,however,that overall costs will not be reduced (in real terms). It seems possible also thatequipment costs will remain fairly constant, and that labour costswill rise.
Perhaps the main challenge for the company in the early 1980s will be to meet thedemand for new systems without incurring labour costs that outstrip the equipmentcosts. If the company succeedsin doing this it will be one of a select few.
The charts on the next three pages show the relevant data for companyE.
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 Growth in data processing expenditure in companyE during the period 1977 to 1982
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Labour costs and equipment costs for company E during the period 1977 to 1982 (shownat constant 1977 prices)
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APPENDIX 2

CASE HISTORIES ILLUSTRATING DIFFERENT ASPECTS
OF THE INVESTMENTDECISION PROCESS

In this Appendix we present six case histories that illustrate different aspects of theinvestment decision process.

CASE HISTORY OF COMPANY F
The casehistory of companyF illustrates whyit is important for an organisation to take astrategic view of information systems planning, instead of merely allowing investment tobe determined on either an annual or a project-by-project basis. The case historyfocuses on just one aspect of any annual plan, namely the level of systems developmentStaff and, in particular, the split of staff between maintenance and new systems.
The companyis a European national division of a multinational petrochemical group. Thecompany is a long-standing and very successful computer user, and one of the mostpressing problemsit faced wasthat its existing systems required a constantly increasingamount of maintenanceeffort. As a consequence, new projects were being starved ofdevelopment resources. Viewed on a short-term basis, this type of situation posesquestions of how soon or how late a new project can be started, what the relativepriorities should be, whether a few more analysts and programmers should be recruited,or whetherit is worth using external resources to supplement the strength. A slightlylonger-term view showsthat there is a fundamental issue to be resolved, and resolving itmeans that either the size of the department has to be continually expanded, or thebusinesshasto wait for its new systems,or the maintenance problem hasto be success-fully and permanently overcome.
Unlike many other organisations in a similar situation, the company was able torecognise that the issues were long-term in nature. The systems departmentset out thefacts in a strategic plan, spanning a seven-year period, that it prepared for thecompany☂s top management.
Togive an indication of the problem: at the time the plan was prepared, 63 per cent ofallthe systems department's resources were being used on maintenance,a further 24 percent were committed to developments already in hand, and just 13 per cent wereleft todeal with all other requirements.
Theline the systems department took wasthatif the business wasnotgoing to have towait years for manyofits new systems (a fact that wassetout in specific and quantifiedterms) then the maintenance problem had to be overcome.
There werein fact two parts to the problem. One wasconcerned with the systems them-selves, and one was concerned with the way in which maintenance was organised andcontrolled.
The existing systems were long-established and monolithically-designed. They hadundergone successive minor modifications throughout their years of use. They func-tioned satisfactorily, but they would need to be completely replaced by more modern
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systems if the maintenance burden wasreally to be eased. However, that approach
would involve paying a heavypriceforlittle immediate gain.
The control problem wasresolved by establishing a small, highly-competent☁operational
team☂ to take responsibility for maintaining all systems once they were in use. The team
was also made responsible for separating out essential maintenance from minor en-
hancements, and for ensuring that the latter were fully justified and properly authorised
before being actioned.
The effects of replacing most of the existing systems, which required an investmentin
effort in return for a consequent drop in maintenance, were set out by the systems
department in the strategy alongside the plan for new applications. The expected out-
comein termsof overall staff numbers is shownin the chart overleaf.

The response from senior management after studying the strategy was not only to
accept the line of reasoning put forward but also to ask for resources to be increased
more rapidly, so as to ensure that problemsoftraining and absorption did not delay the
plan.
Whether the strategy in this case wasright, or indeed was even achievable is not the
issue. The aims were highly ambitious. Butthe factis that it was a strategy. Furthermore,
the underlying situation was analysed, and the results and the recommendations were
expressed in facts and quantified terms. The thinking was clear and, what is more impor-
tant, senior management hada basis on which both to make a decision and to assess the
results.
This particular problem is one that many organisations face. Sadly, most view it only
within the context of the coming year☂s budget, and, consequently, the problems remain
unresolved.

CASE HISTORY OF COMPANY G
One problem that senior management often faces is just how to interveneor play a con-
structive role in the setting of budgets for a technical and complex function, of which it
haslimited detailed understanding. A good example of an organisation coming to grips
with this problem ♥ andfinding a solution ♥ is company G.

This company, whichis a financial institution, represents a good example of what might
be described as a segmented approachto overall control. The board decidesthetotal
amount to be spent on development resources, the basic priorities by which these
resources will be allocated betweenthedivisions of the business, and the pricing policy
that the information systems departmentwill apply in charging for its services.

Thereis nothing vague about this approach. The decisions are clear, they are carefully
examined, they are taken annually and they are reconsidered quarterly against

a

rolling
plan.
As often happens, this clear line of approach was adopted because of dissatisfaction
with the previous situation. At the time ♥ about four years ago ♥ the board was
unhappy about the performanceofthe information systems department. The department
was perceived asbeingeffectivein telling the business what to do, but not particularly
effective in delivering systems. However, there was no crisis. The board simplyfelt thatit
was not getting an adequate return onits expenditure. The department seemed to be
properly controlled ♥ it had budgets, plans and standards ♥ but somehow,asfar as the
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business was concerned, expenditure was being increasingly incurred without anyapparent major gain to the business.
This type of situation is, of course, actually quite difficult for senior management totackle. Neither the extent nor the root cause of the problem is obvious. Inevitably theapproach adoptedis based on an attack on the one thing that everyone can understand,namely costs. Even then, though, senior managers face a dilemmain thatit is risky forthem to cut costs when they cannot be sure whatthe precise consequencesof doing sowill be.
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Correctly, the senior managers in this company perceived that the problemslay in the
development area, not in the running of the systems. The only aspect of development
workthat they believed they fully understood was organisation and methods, and on the
pa of their understanding they decided that the O&M function could be dispensed
with.
At about that time, they also appointed a new head of information systems, though not
entirely as a consequenceof their immediate concern. Although he wasnot appointed to
perform a cost-cutting exercise, in the event he wasgiven, ashisfirst priority, precisely
that task.
He decided, however, that instead of introducing a programme of random austerity
measures ♥ and forever be required to defend the remaining departmental budget
against further questioning ♥ he would adopta line which put the onus firmly back both
on the users and senior management. In doing that, however, he restructured the
problem in a form that madeit tractable.

His approach wasquite simple. He excluded hardware from consideration and focused
his approach entirely on the use of development resources. Effectively the company was
asked what amount of moneyit was prepared to spend on the development of systems,
and where, in termsofpriorities, it wanted it spent. In other words, the board was asked
to decide both the size of the cake and the size of the slices.

Initially, in line with the board☂s original wish, the head of information systems cut the
staff numbers, so that, over two years, the development strength fell from fifty-one to
nineteen. He coupled with this a determined drive for increased competenceandfor far
more careful examination of the projects on which effort should be expended. Although
the approach was introduced to deal with a specific situation it was subsequently
retained as a standard element within the company☂s planning process.

Each year, in line with the board☂s decisions on overall expenditure, staffing levels and
pricing policy, the head of information systems prepares a rolling budget andtries to
accommodatethe given priorities within a feasible plan. Within this plan the individual
projects have to bejustified entirely by the users.

If the user cannot get his requirements satisfied within the resourcesallocated within the
plan, he has the option to ask the information systems department to bring in sub-
contracted resources. However, the user then has to justify the full costs involved, and
sincethis use of outside resourcesis regarded as involving the spending of ☁real☂ money
(as opposed to money the board has already allocated) the option is seldom exercised.

The whole process can be summarised as one in which the board decides boththe size
of the total resources cake and the wayin whichit is to be cut into slices between the
main operating divisions of the business. The divisions themselves then decide the way
in which their slices will be further divided between individual projects.

As already indicated, the procedure applies to developmentresourcesonly. Hardware is
excluded. Generally speaking, the policy of the companyis to acquire further hardware
only whenthis is dedicated to an individual system. That additional hardware therefore
hasto befully justified by that system alone.

It is of interest that two years after the approach wasintroduced the direction of the
pressure was reversed. That is to say, the insistence on cost cutting was abandoned,
and the information systems department was instructed to expandits capacity to meet
growing demands. But the control mechanism wasretained.
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Viewed from the outside, it is clear that, as far as this company is concerned, theapproach worksvery well. It might have a drawbackin that it could well squeezeout thesmall user. Overall, however, it does enable the companyto determine whatit will spend,and it does place the responsibility for allocating priorities whereit truly belongs. Theboard is responsible for allocating total expenditure, and the users are responsible forallocating expenditure to individual projects. In practice, the approach has other advan-tages as well. It leads naturally to tighter cost control and it leads to better projects,because competition for resources meansit is difficult for poor projects to gainauthorisation.
Essentially, the approach represents a very efficient approach to computing, with thestrength of the information systems department being deliberately kept slightly belowthe size justified by both the size of the business and the level of demand for thedepartment☂s services. Consequently, the resources are kept fully stretched, and peaksin the work load are simply pushed backtofill subsequent troughs.
However, the company pays a penalty for this efficiency, because it is less able torespond quickly to new opportunities and changes in business requirements. For-tunately, the penalty is not of real significance for this company,but it could be a majordrawback for any organisation that operates in a less stable and more entrepreneurialenvironment.
There seem to be four prerequisites for successfully adopting this line of approach.Firstly, it requires a stable environment. Secondly,it requires an information systemsfunction that is self-evidently competent and well-managed. Thirdly, it requires areasonable balance between the supply of resources and the demand for systems. Andfourthly, it requires a board thatis willing and ready to make decisions as required.

CASE HISTORY OF COMPANY H
This case history provides a very interesting example of the way in which one particularmulti-company corporation examinedthe issues ofinvestment and systemsplanning atastrategic level, which wasa task it had never undertaken before.
The groupis a very large organisation that is made up of autonomousindividual com-panies operatingin largely unrelated areas of business. The group can probably be bestdescribed as a ☁managed conglomerate☂.
Recently, and for the first time, the group decided to examine whether,in total, itssystems would be able both to meet the group☂s requirements and to accommodateitsbusiness strategy over the coming decade. The group asked questions about thesystems, such as whether they would beeffective, whether they would help to containcosts, whether they would enable the group to Stay competitive, and whether they wouldprovide the required flexibility.
These questions were not prompted either by any perceived majorfailings of the currentsystems or by any senseof dissatisfaction with them. They arose merely because, forthe first time in this group, systems planning waselevated to the samelevel as productplanning, market planning, financial planning and Organisational planning.
To tackle the issue, the groupsplit the problem into the two separate parts of telecom-munications and computing. It took a similar approachwith both areas,and it set up twostudy groups whose membersconsisted mainly of senior executives drawn from withinthe operating companies.
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The information systems function was represented by just one man, and he was a
memberof both groups. At the time he was appointed to them he was the management
services manager with one of the companies, but he wasrelieved ofall his responsi-
bilities so that he could devoteall his time to the two study groups.
The groups, which functioned quite independently, met regularly over a period of about
six months. The groups not only collected views and information from within the
organisation, they also sought the views of selected outsiders, such as management
consultants and equipment manufacturers.
It is of interest that the telecommunications group found its main problem was a techni-
cal one, whereas the computing group foundthat its main problem wasan organisational
one. Both groups, however, eventually succeededin arriving at firm recommendations.

Telecommunications strategy
Facedwith solving a problem that affected a whole group of companies any investigating
team would almostinevitably recommend a groupsolution to the problem. As might have
been forecast, therefore, the telecommunications study group recommended that a
group network should be created. The network would be based on electronic exchanges
at four centres. The issue that caused the study group most concern was whether the
exchanges should be digital or analogue, but it eventually recommendedthat the ex-
changes should be analogue. In making that recommendation the study group opted for
availability and proven performance, rather than for potential longer-term advantages.

The study uncovered someinteresting statistics. For example, the study revealed that 50
percentof all the corporation☂s staff were office staff. It also revealed that, despite the
diverse areas of business and the corporation☂s policy of local autonomy, over 50 per
cent of all communications were internal to the group.

From the standpointof this report, however, the mostinteresting point was notthe facts
that the study established, nor indeed the recommendation the study group made.
Rather it was the way the study group perceived and presented the overall casefor the
group telecommunications network.

The study group decided that the main tangible savings would result from the reduced
use of public lines and the reduced unauthorised use of telephones. The group used con-
servative estimatesof the expected benefits but evensoit seemedthat the rate of return
on the investment would be considerably more than was requiredto justify the invest-
ment.
The study group☂s reaction to this fact was clear and

a

little surprising. It decided to
scale down the expected benefits below the original conservative estimates.

The study group☂s thinking was that the presentation of an overwhelming financial case
would divert attention from whatthe study group believed actually to be the moresignifi-
cant gain, which was that the network would open the way for advanced communica-
tions throughout the group for the next decade.

The case, as the study groupfinally presentedit, still safely met the organisation's stan-
dard capital expenditure criteria, even whenit was based only on the benefits that would
arise from using the networkjust for voice traffic. But the arguments for proceeding with
the proposed project centred on wider implications. These were the importance of
communications to the group in general, and the advantages of having facilities both for
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increased data communications andfor innovationslike electronic mail over the coming
decade.
The study group☂s carefully prepared presentation to the board went through these argu-
ments thoroughly, and concluded with the near-throwawayline ☁☜... and by the wayitgives a 21 per cent return on investment☝.
The board had no hesitation in accepting the recommendation.

Computing strategy
The problem of formulating a group computing strategy wasquite different. As might beexpected, muchof the discussion centred on questions of autonomy and control. Up tothat time there had been virtually no central function within the information systemsfunction. Each companyhad its own computer and its own approach and, when purchas-ing new hardware, each company was required only to satisfy the group☂s capitalsanction procedures.
There might have been an argument for making no change,had the study not revealedsome interesting and disquieting facts on issues that are seldom analysed in large anddiverse organisations. For example, the study revealed that:
♥ Morethan 80 percentof all developmenteffort was being spent on keeping exist-ing systems running.
♥ Expenditure with external bureaux was expanding atthe rate of 40 per cent perannum.
♥ Computerstaff costs were increasing at about 27 per cent per annum (a rate wellaheadofinflation).
♥ Hardware expenditure was growing atless than 15 per cent per annum.

These figures were regarded as sostartling that the study group☂s initial reaction was todoubt them. However, the figures proved to be correct.
Oneof the study group☂s conclusions was that, as far as computers were concerned, thegroup had under-invested. Hardware wasbeing exploited toits limits, whereas softwarecosts were beinglargely ignored. Also, because the systems wererestricted by the avail-able equipment, they were being written or continuously rewritten to run on themachines available. Consequently, the additional constraints of the Operating systemsand software associated with those machines imposed an additional restriction on thesystems.
Several of the study group's recommendations were concerned with creating a smallcentral pool of expertise to support new systemsand to authorise standards and plans.There were strong arguments for such innovations, and the board approved thoserecommendations without dissent.
However, the study group☂s recommendation regarding hardware was more radical. Toovercomethe existing constraining situation the study group recommended that thegroup should immediately raise the level of its investment. The study group argueditscase in principle only, and made no attempt to present a financially-justified case.
The board☂s reaction to the recommendation was interesting. The board accepted the
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recommendation, but rejected the proposed method of implementing it. The board
decided, counter to the opinion of the study group, that the investment should be made
and controlled centrally. The boardfelt that, if investment wasleft to the individual com-
panies and to piecemealjustification by individual applications, the group would move
neither fast enough nor widely enough. The board decided, therefore, that, in future,
hardware would be provided at two data centres as a groupfacility. Companies would
then be charged on the basis of their use of the hardware at those centres.
Many organisations have set up similar internal bureaux in recent years (though less so
as minicomputers have gained ground), but this group☂s reason for doing so was cer-
tainly not the normal one.
Conclusion
Whether the actual strategies adopted for computing and telecommunications were and
will be the right ones is not the issue we are concernedwith here. The important pointis
that the questionsof the overall level and direction of investment were tackled decisively
and clearly on a group basis.

A wide and complex area, which previously had not been examined on this scale, was
reduced to a set of commercial and policy issues on which the main board could ♥ and
did ♥ make decisions.
The key points in this particular case were:

4. The initiative came from outside the information systems function and from the
highest level.

2. The two studies wereinitiated not because a crisis had arisen, but because the
group☂s board believed that the group☂s systems and communicationsfacilities had
become a matter for strategic planning.

3. The individuals selected to formulate and recommend the strategy were senior
executives in the group.

4. The information systems function was represented at a seniorlevel, by a man who
had beenrelieved of his other duties for the purpose.

5. The case for each of the recommendations was argued on grounds similar to those
applied to other areas of business strategy. They involved financial, commercial,
organisational and policy issues.

6. The studies were launched with the intention that firm decisions and action would be
taken on the recommendations of the two study groups.

CASE HISTORY OF COMPANY|
This case history is an interesting example of the wayin whichthe levelof investmentin
systems can be influenced without corporate-wide intervention in individual budgets,
and also of the way in which the planning of information systems can belinked directly to
corporate planning. The company is a fully international group that operates largely ina
single, highly-competitive area of business.

The changein policy which introduced this approach came aboutnot as a consequence
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of any review of systems themselves, but as a result of a comprehensive and thoroughexamination of the structure and the total operation of the business. The severalchanges that were madeincluded the adoption of a much more systematic approach tocorporate planning, and this new approach had a direct impact on the informationsystems function.
The function was located as a single headquarters departmentin a single country. Untilthat time it had chargedforits services. To all intents and purposes, however, its budgethad been treated and determinedlargely in the mannerof a central overhead. But withthe change that wasintroduced in organisation structure and management style, theposition regarding its budget changed dramatically. The budget became regarded as aconsequenceofthe total corporate plan.
As the starting pointfor the first new budgetthe information systems function preparedabasic statement based on known and existing commitments. The remainder of thebudget had to be taken as a direct consequenceofthe individual divisional plans thatwere compiled throughout the group. Every department was under severe pressure toimprove results, either by cutting costs or by increasing revenue, and every departmenthad hard and measurabletargets. If any department considered that new systems wouldhelp it to improveits results it was free to discuss the requirement with the informationsystems function. If it agreed its requirement with the information systems function itwasthen permitted to add the agreed costsof meeting that requirementto the informa-tion systems function☂s budget, for subsequent charging back.
The outcomeofthis shift of emphasis wasstriking. At a time when, as with all othercompanies in the same area of business, the company☂s margins were being eroded,and there was tremendouspressureto restrain costs, the information systems functionfound itself being forcedto increaseits originally planned budget by considerably morethan one million dollars.
It would be legitimate to question the commercial wisdom of this approach wereit not forthree factors. Firstly, the business clearly depends highly on its systems for both itsefficiency and its competitive edge. Secondly, the commercial environment in thecompany is tough and tightly managed. Thirdly, and perhaps of most importance,accountability for results is a clear-cut responsibility.
lf any section of the business reviews its forward plan for the next five years andconsidersthatit can improve its forecast results by introducing new systems(and thereis continual pressure to produce improved results), then it has the discretion to requestthose new systems. However, the budget then hasto be adjusted by both the costs andthe specific intended effects. Furthermore, this amendment to the previously-agreedplansis a one-off adjustment. The starting basis for the next year☂s planning cycle is thebasis agreed at the beginning of the present year.
This type of approachis clearly at its mosteffective in a highly commercial environmentsuchas exists with this company. Throughout the group, management's remunerationislinked directly to financial targets, and this makes the approach rather more realisticthan it might otherwise be.

CASE HISTORY OF COMPANY J
It can be arguedthatif users are to be held more accountable for their own systems thenthey must be given proper information on costs. In practice this can be quite a difficultrequirementto satisfy, particularly where a centralised function supplies services andsystemsto the rest of the organisation. It involves both policy and procedure.
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Company J, a major insurance company and a very large user of systems, provides an
interesting example. Many organisations have proceduresfor recharging costs, but, in
terms of policy, company J goes further than most, and so its procedures are excep-
tionally comprehensive.
In effect, all of the costs of the company☂s central management services department are
recovered by charges levied against the individual user departments. This recharging
procedure has beenin operation for sometime, but a more comprehensive new system
is currently being introduced. This will give moreinformation, andit will relate the actual
costs to the budgeted costs. It will therefore integrate directly with the project manage-
ment system.
In due time, the system is intended to develop into a sophisticated planning and control
aid that will give the following:
♥ ☁Whatif☂ analyses (evaluating the effects of changed plansor priorities).

♥ Facilities for resource allocation and planning.

♥ Revised forecasts for budgets and resources.

The proposed developmentwill take some time to implement but, in constructing the
proposed system (which is of the company☂s own design rather than a proprietary
product), a database approach has been used to give flexibility in reporting, and also to
give scopefor adding future data.

The proceduresfor identifying and recharging costs are as described below.

At the start of each calendar year, a budget is prepared for each project, and this is
broken up both into weeks and into several items of data (as opposed to money).It is
entered into the system at both project level and constituent activity level. The elements
are:
♥ Manpower(by eachof six grades).

♥ Data entry (by keystrokes).

♥ Central processingunit (CPU) use(by minutes).

♥ Tape mounts(in terms of numbers).

♥ Terminal connecttime (by minutes).

♥ Disk space(in byte-days).

♥ Tape volumes(in character volume-days).

♥ Print lines (in terms of numbers).

The appropriate financial rates for each element are worked out, not by the management
services department, but by the management accounts department. The rates remain
fixed over the year. In constructing the rates, the intention is to recoverall of the
management services department's costs. Overheads (comprising floor space, office
facilities, managementcosts, secretarial staff, research and development, and so on)all
have to be recovered.
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The rates are worked out as follows. Manpoweris charged according to the grade ofstaff and there are six grades altogether. The standard cost per gradeis the total esti-mated cost per productive employee-week. This total includes the normal direct costs(comprising basic salary, local allowance, bonus, pension contribution and national in-surance), plus indirect costs such as floor space, departmental administration (includingresearch and training) and a proportion of ☁non-rechargeable☂ managementtime. It alsoincorporates a productivity weighting according to grade, which takes into account theestimated annual productivity bonus.
The productive employee-weektakes into account estimated holidays, sickness, trainingand lost time.
The standard data entry costis the total estimated cost per given volume of key strokes.This cost includes both direct costs and indirect costs. Direct costs include all the man-power costs of keyboard operators and supervisors, and all equipment costs.
Indirect costs cover the costs of floor space, departmental administration and a propor-tion of ☁non-charged☂ data processing management. Costs are slightly reduced by theincome received from a small amountof workthatis done for outside bodies. Estimatedkey strokesfor all current systems are based onlast year☂s actual returns.
Computer operations costs are charged via charges for direct manpower, CPUtime,tape mounts, tape volumes and disk space. Both the operations support group and theproduction control staff are charged directly against projects at their appropriate grade.All other manpowercosts are apportioned over the remaining cost categories, except forthe costs of decollating and bursting, which are included in the ☁print lines☂ rate.Depreciation of equipment and maintenance are applied directly against each cost cate-gory. Software costs are allocated to ☁CPU units☂. Floor space costis allocated propor-tionally to the space occupied by the particular equipment.
The standard rates worked out are also used by the systemsanalysts in preparing costestimates for proposed new projects.
The procedure for monitoring actual performance and for rechargingis as follows. Eachweek, the resources used against each project are fully recorded. Manpowerdetails areentered manually, and data entry costs are collected automatically from the computerusage system. All costs are allocated against specific project/activity/task codes, theStandard rates being applied throughout.
Although the system will supply reports at any time on demand, it produces standardreports monthly for data processing management, and quarterly for user management.The quarterly reports coincide with the automatic charging of users via the managementaccounts system.
Once the systemis fully operationalit will be possible to state precisely ♥ and indeeditwill be impossible to conceal ♥ what any particular system is costing to develop, main-tain and operate.It will also be possible to see how this cost compareswiththe costthatwas agreedin the budget.
It requires a great deal of self-confidence for a Managementservices department toopenits booksfor all to see. Moreover, once a Management services departmentdis-closes comprehensive information in this wayit creates a precedentthatit will probablynot be possible to abandon subsequently.
In presenting this case history we must stress that the company concernedis both a
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long-term anda large-scale systems user, operating in a relatively stable environment. It
has been charging out its systems costs for some time, andit is clear on what it now
believes to be appropriateto its requirements. If other organisations attempted a similar
approachina single step, many of them would find that approach too complex to operate
and too difficult to control.

CASE HISTORY OF COMPANY K
Company K, in the banking industry, is an interesting example of an organisation that
puts the onusfor justifying new systems entirely on theuser.

The responsibility for authorising projects therefore rests primarily with the user.
However, the project management procedureshavebuilt-in safeguards. At the outset of
a project all that can be authorised is a survey. The surveyis then carried outbythein-
formation systems function, and the survey always includes (as a standard matter) an
evaluation of several options for meeting the user☂s requirements. At the end of this
survey (and assuming that the user decidesthat one of these options is worth pursuing),
the next stage of preparing a ☁business specification☂ is launched.

The business specification represents the key decision point. It is at this point that the
information systems function gives a firm price for undertaking the project. Up to that
time about 30 per centof the total elapsed time of the proposed project will probably
have passed, but, interestingly enough, usually no more than 5 per cent of the total costs
will have been incurred.

The business specification describes precisely what the system will do. It also sets out
the costs of developing, introducing, running and supporting the system. At the same
time, the information systems function prepares a plan showing the way in which the
project can be carried out, and also the way in which the system will be introduced.

But neither document makes any mention of benefits. These are regarded as being
entirely the user☂s concern, and he must identify, quantify, and evaluate them. As the
information systems function putsit: ☁We have absolutely no way of achieving benefits,
therefore our staff are forbidden to claim them☝.
In practice, of course, the information systems function does give advice on what might
reasonably be expected, but it makes no formal statement of any kind onthis.

It is therefore left entirely to the user, knowing the cost and knowing what the system can
do, to decide what effects his proposed project will have on the business. He, then, has
to decide whether these justify the investment.

As far as the benefits are concerned, the company relies simply on the judgementofits
managers. The companyjustifies this policy by stating that the best investmentthat it
has ever made wasin.a system wherethe benefits were impossible to define in advance.
As their representative putit to us: ☜☁We simply could not have measured them at the
outset; the system tackled an entirely new area. We can measure them now,and they
are enormous☂☂.

The approach appears to us to work very well in this particular company, but to be
successful we believe the approach requires two things. Thefirst is an ability to estimate
costs with confidence, and the second is an environment in which users are keen, and
also are prepared to apply pressure for new systems. If the pressure for new systems
always had to come from the users we can envisage certain organisations in which
systems development would dry up completely.
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